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Let k3 be an integer. We show that if G is a k-connected graph with girth at
least 5, then G has an induced cycle Q such that G&V(Q) is (k&1)-connected.
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1. INTRODUCTION
By a graph, we mean a finite, undirected, simple graph with no loops
and no multiple edges.
Let G=(V(G ), E(G )) be a graph. For a subset X of V(G ), we let
(X) =(X) G denote the graph induced by X in G, and let G&X denote
the graph obtained from G by deleting X ; thus G&X=(V(G)&X). By
a cycle of G, we mean a connected 2-regular nonempty subgraph of G. In
this paper, cycles are denoted by letters such as P, Q, R, etc. A cycle Q
of G is called an induced cycle if Q=(V(Q ) )G , i. e., if Q has no ‘‘chord’’
in G.
The following two theorems were proved by Y. Egawa [2], C.
Thomassen [6], and C. Thomassen and B. Toft [7]:
Theorem A [6]. Let k4 be an integer, and let G be a k-connected
graph. Then G has an induced cycle Q such that G&V(Q) is (k&3)-connected.
Theorem B [2; 7, Corollaries 1, 3]. Let k3 be an integer, and let G
be a k-connected graph with girth at least 4. Then G has an induced cycle Q
such that G&V(Q ) is (k&2)-connected.
In this paper, we prove:
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Theorem 1.1. Let k4 be an integer, and let G be a k-connected graph
with girth at least 5. Then G has an induced cycle Q such that
G&V(Q ) is (k&1)-connected. (1.1)
Remark 1. Theorem 1.1 holds in the case where k=3 as well [7,
Corollary 3], but our proof is not valid for this case.
Remark 2. Both Theorem B and Theorem 1.1 appear as a conjecture in
[6].
To outline the proof of Theorem 1.1, we introduce the following nota-
tion. Let G be a graph. For x # V(G ), we let N(x)=NG(x) denote the set
of neighbors of x in G and, for XV(G), we let N(X ) denote the union
of N(x) as x ranges over X. Now let H be a connected nonempty subgraph
of G. We let GH denote the graph obtained from G by contracting H ; that
is to say,
V(GH )=(V(G )&V(H )) _ [a],
E(GH )=E(G&V(H ))
_ [ax | x # V(G)&V(H ), there exists v # V(H )
such that vx # E(G )],
where a (  V(G )&V(H )) denotes the ‘‘vertex arising from H.’’ In the case
where G is k-connected, we say that H is k-contractible if GH is
k-connected. Thus under the assumption that G is k-connected, condi-
tion (1.1) is equivalent to requiring Q to be k-contractible. An edge e of
G is often identified with the subgraph consisting of e and its endvertices.
For example, e is called k-contractible if the corresponding subgraph is
k-contractible.
In the proof of Theorem 1.1, we proceed by induction on |V(G )| and, in
order to make the induction argument work, we strengthen the conclusion
of the theorem. Specifically, we prove the following theorem by induction
on |V(G )|:
Theorem 1.2. Let k4 be an integer, and let G be a k-connected graph
with girth at least 5. Then G has a k-contractible induced cycle Q such that
|N(x) & V(Q )|1 for all x # V(G)&V(Q ). (1.2)
As in [2], the proof of the following proposition is the most important
step in the proof of Theorem 1.2:
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Proposition 1.3. Let k4 be an integer, and let G be a k-connected
graph with girth at least 5. Suppose that
each k-contractible edge of G is contained in a cycle of length 5. (1.3)
Then G has a k-contractible induced cycle Q of length 5 or 6 satisfying (1.2).
Remark 3. There exist examples which show that Proposition 1.3
becomes false if we replace the phrase ‘‘of length 5 or 6’’ by the phrase ‘‘of
length 5’’ [3].
We prove Proposition 1.3 in Sections 2 through 5, and Theorem 1.2 in
Section 6. Our proof of Proposition 1.3 is rather lengthy, but the most
important argument appears in Section 5. Thus readers not interested in
other parts of the proof may read Section 2 up to (2.9) only, read the
definitions of Xv , X0 , X1 , and X (the paragraph preceding Lemma 3.9) and
the statements of Lemmas 3.83.11, 3.13, 3.19, 3.20, and 3.24, and proceed
to Section 5 (in Section 4, we complete the proof of (3.7), which implies
(2.9); as a result, we have I=J=M=Y=Z=< in Section 5, and thus, to
understand the argument in Section 5, it is not necessary to go through the
definitions of P4 , R5 , I, J, M, Y, and Z ). We add that the overall idea of
the proof of Proposition 1.3 is motivated by the following lemma of
C. Thomassen [6], though it is not used explicitly in this paper:
Lemma C. Let k2 be an integer, and let G be a k-connected graph
with girth at least 4. Then G has a k-contractible edge.
For other related results and problems, the reader is referred to [1, 2,
46]. Here we mention only that in Theorem 1.1, each edge of an induced
cycle Q satisfying the conclusion is k-contractible (see Lemma 6.1), and
thus Theorem 1.1 can be regarded as a ‘‘girth-five version’’ of the following
theorem proved by N. Dean [1] for k=3 and by Y. Egawa and K. Inoue
[5] for k4:
Theorem D. Let k3 be an integer, and let G be a k-connected graph
with girth at least 4. Then G has an induced cycle Q such that G&V(Q ) is
(k&2)-connected and each edge of Q is k-contractible.
Our notation is standard except possibly for the following. A cycle is
often denoted by a sequence u1u2 } } } umu1 of its vertices such that V(Q )=
[u1 , u2 , ..., um] and E(Q )=[u1u2 , u2u3 , ..., um&1um , umu1](m=|V(Q)| ).
Similarly, a path Q is denoted by a sequence u1u2 } } } um such that
V(Q )=[u1 , u2 , ..., um] and E(Q)=[u1u2 , u2u3 , ..., um&1um](m=|V(Q)| ).
When Q=u1u2 } } } umu1 is a cycle, a path of the form ui ui+1 } } } uj
(1i ji+m&1) is called a segment of Q (subscripts are to be read
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modulo m). When Q=u1u2 } } } um is a path, a path of the form uiu i+1 } } } uj
(1i jm) is called a segment of Q.
2. SEPARATING TRIPLE
In Sections 2 through 5, we let k, G be as in Proposition 1.3. We may
assume that
G has no k-contractible cycle of length 5 (2.1)
(note that any cycle Q of length 5 satisfies (1.2) by the assumption that G
has girth at least 5). We show that (2.1) imposes great restrictions on the
structure of G (see (2.9)).
The main result of this section is Lemma 2.9. We start with necessary
definitions. Let N, P, and Q be the set of paths of G having length 1, 2
and 3, respectively (N can be identified with E(G )). Let R be the set of
cycles of length 5 of G.
Lemma 2.1. Let P # N _ P _ Q _ R. Let X be a subset of V(G ) with
V(P )3 X, and assume that E(P ) & E((X) ){<. Then E(P ) & E((X) )
forms a segment of P.
Proof. This follows from the fact that if e, f # E(P ), then either e and
f have a common endvertex, or there exist endvertices x and y of e and f,
respectively, such that xy # E(P ).
Lemma 2.2. Let P # N _ P _ R, and let x # V(G)&V(P ). Then
|N(x) & V(P)|1.
Proof. This follows from the assumption that G has girth at least 5.
A separating triple is a triple (S; A, B ) of subsets of V(G ) such that
V(G )=S _ A _ B (disjoint union), A{<, B{<,
and such that G has no edge joining a vertex in A and a vertex in B. Thus
for a nonempty connected subgraph H of G with |V(H )||V(G )|&k, H
is k-contractible if and only if there is no separating triple (S; A, B ) such
that S$V(H ) and |S||V(H )|+k&2. A separating triple (S; A, B ) is
called nontrivial if |A|2 and |B|2. For P # Q, P is called essentially
k-contractible if there is no nontrivial separating triple (S; A, B) such that
S$V(P ) and |S|k+2. Set
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N1=[P # N | P is not k-contractible],
P1=[P # P | P is not k-contractible, but each of the two segments of
length 1 is k-contractible],
Q1=[P # Q | P is not essentially k-contractible, but every segment of
length 1 or 2 is k-contractible],
R1=[P # R | P is not k-contractible, but every segment of length 3 is
essentially k-contractible and every segment of length 1 or 2 is k-contrac-
tible],
R2=[P # R | P is not k-contractible and P has a segment of length 3
which is not essentially k-contractible, but every segment of length 1 or 2
is k-contractible].
Owing to the fact that Lemma 2.2 does not hold for members of Q, it
often appears rather impossible to deal with a member of Q directly, and
this is why we consider R2 in addition to R1 . However, the existence of a
member of R2 gives rise to tremendous technical difficulties (especially in
the proofs of Lemmas 2.9, 3.4, 4.2, and 4.3), and thus readers not interested
in the technical details are advised to assume that R2=<, and hence
R3=R4=< (see the paragraph following Lemma 2.5 for the definitions of
R3 and R4).
Lemma 2.3. Let P # N1 _ P1 _ R1 _ R2 , and let (S; A, B ) be a sepa-
rating triple such that S$V(P) and |S||V(P)|+k&2. Then the following
hold.
(i) There exists a # A such that N(a)V(P ) _ A.
(ii) (S; A, B) is nontrivial.
Proof. Take v # A. Since G has girth at least 5, the sets ([x] _ N(x))&
[v](x # N(v)) are pairwise disjoint. Since |S&V(P)|k&2, this means
that there exist a, b # N(v), a{b, such that ([a] _ N(a)) & (S&V(P))=
([b] _ N(b)) & (S&V(P ))=<. By Lemma 2.2, at most one of a and b
belongs to P. We may assume a  V(P ). Since (S; A, B ) is a separating tri-
ple, this implies N(a)V(P) _ A. Thus (i) is proved. Since (i) together
with Lemma 2.2 implies |A||[a] _ (N(a)&V(P))|1+k&1>1 and
we similarly get |B|>1, (ii) follows immediately.
Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 2.3, we also get:
Lemma 2.4. Let P # R , and let v # V(P ). Let (S; A, B) be a separating
triple such that S$V(P )&[v], |S|=k+2, v  A, and |B|2. Then
(S; A, B ) is nontrivial.
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Lemma 2.5. Let P # N1 _ P1 _ R1 _ R2 , and let (S; A, B ) be a separat-
ing triple such that S$V(P ) and |S||V(P )|+k&2. Then the following
hold.
(i) |A|k2&2k&1.
(ii) If k=4, |A|8.
Proof. By Lemma 2.3, there exists a # A such that
N(a)V(P) _ A. (2.2)
Since G has girth at least 5, the |N(a) & A|+1 sets [a] _ N(a) and
N(x)&[a](x # N(a) & A ) are pairwise disjoint, and hence
|S _ A|1+|N(a)|+ :
x # N(a) & A
( |N(x)|&1). (2.3)
Since
|N(a) & A|= |N(a)&V(P )|k&1 (2.4)
by (2.2) and Lemma 2.2, and since
|S|k+3, (2.5)
we now obtain |A|1+k+(k&1)2&(k+3). Thus (i) is proved. To
prove (ii), assume k=4, and suppose that |A|=k2&2k&1=7. Then
equality holds in (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5). The equality in (2.3) implies
V(P ) .
x # [a] _ (N(a) & A )
N(x).
But since the equality in (2.5) implies |V(P )|=5 and the equality in (2.4)
implies |[a] _ (N(a) & A )|=4, this contradicts Lemma 2.2.
Observe that if P # R2 and (S; A, B ) is a separating triple such that
S$V(P ) and |S|k+3, then |S|=k+2 or k+3. With this observation
in mind, we further set
R3=[P # R2 | there is a separating triple (S; A, B) such that S$V(P )
and |S|=k+2].
R4=R2&R3 .
Now let P # N1 _ P1 _ Q1 _ R1 _ R2 . If P # N1 _ P1 _ R1 , let
SP=[(S; A, B) | (S; A, B ) is a separating triple such that
S$V(P) and |S|=|V(P)|+k&2];
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if P # Q1 let
SP=[(S; A, B) | (S; A, B) is a nontrivial separating triple such that
S$V(P) and |S|=k+2];
if P # R3 , let
SP=[(S; A, B) | (S; A, B ) is a separating triple such that
S$V(P) and |S|=k+2];
if P # R4 , let
SP=[(S; A, B ) | there exists w # V(P ) such that
P&[w] # Q1 and (S; A, B )=(T _ [w]; C&[w], D ) or
(T _ [w]; C, D&[w]) for some (T; C, D ) # SP&[w]].
Then SP {< and, by Lemma 2.3(ii), (S; A, B ) is nontrivial for each
(S; A, B ) # SP . Also if P # R1 _ R2 , then |S|=k+2 for each (S; A, B) # SP
or |S|=k+3 for each (S; A, B ) # SP , according as P # R3 or P # R1 _ R4 .
The following lemma immediately follows from the definition:
Lemma 2.6. Let P # R4 , and let (S; A, B ) be a separating triple such that
S$V(P ) and |S|=k+3. Then (S; A, B) # SP if and only if N(w) & A or
N(w) & B is empty for some w # V(P ).
Note that it follows from (1.3) and (2.1) that N1 _ P1 _ R1 _ R2 {<.
Choose P # N1 _ P1 _ R1 _ R2 and (S; A, B ) # SP so that |S _ A| is as
small as possible and, subject to this condition, so that |A| is as small as
possible. In the case where P # R4 , we let wP denote a vertex of P such that
N(wP) & A or N(wP) & B is empty (2.6)
(see Lemma 2.6).
Lemma 2.7. Let <{XS&V(P ). Then the following hold.
(i) |N(X ) & A||X |.
(ii) If equality holds in (i), then P # R4 , N(wP) & (A&N(X )){<,
N(wP) & X{<, and N(wP) & B=<.
Proof. Suppose that |N(X ) & A||X |. Then since |A|>k|X |+2 by
Lemma 2.5, ((S&X ) _ (N(X) & A ); A&N(X ), B _ X) is a nontrivial sepa-
rating triple. If |N(X ) & A|<|X |, this contradicts the assumption that G is
k-connected, or the definition of P1 , R1 , R3 or R4 . Thus |N(X ) & A|=|X |.
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Since we have ((S&X ) _ (N(X ) & A ); A&N(X ), B _ X )  SP by the mini-
mality of S _ A, this implies P # R4 , and hence
N(wP) & (A&N(X )){<, (2.7)
N(wP) & (B _ X ){< (2.8)
by Lemma 2.6. It follows from (2.6) and (2.7) that N(wP) & B=<, and we
therefore get N(wP) & X{< from (2.8).
Set
N(1)=[R # N | V(R )S _ A and |S & V(R )|1],
P(1)=[R # P | V(R )S _ A and |S & V(R )|1],
P(2)=[R # P | V(R )S _ A and S & V(R )
consists of two consecutive vertices of P],
R(1)=[R # R | V(R )S _ A and |S & V(R )|1],
R(2)=[R # R | V(R )S _ A and S & V(R )
consists of two consecutive vertices of P],
R(3)=[R # R | V(R )S _ A and S & V(R )
consists of three consecutive vertices of P],
Our aim in Sections 2 through 4 is to prove
N(1) & N1=(P(1) _ P(2)) & P1
=(R(1) _ R(2) _ R(3)) & (R1 _ R2)=<. (2.9)
Lemma 2.8. Let R#(N(1)&N1)_((P(1) _ P(2)) & P1)_((R(1)_R(2) _ R(3))
& (R1 _ R2)), and let (T; C, D ) # SR . Then A & C or A & D is nonempty.
Proof. Since |A|>k+3|T | by Lemma 2.5, A & (C _ D ){<, and
hence the lemma follows immediately.
Lemma 2.9. Let R # (N(1)&N1)_((P(1)_P(2)) & P1)_((R(1)_R(2)_R(3))
& (R1 _ R2)). Take (T; C, D) # SR , and assume that A & C{<. Then the
following hold.
(i) P  N.
(ii) R  N.
(iii) A & D=<.
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(iv) (a) N(S & D ) & AA & T.
(b) If R # P, N((S & D)&V(P )) & A=A & T.
(c) If R # R, then (A & V(R ))&N(S & D ) does not contain
two consecutive vertices of R, and N(S & D ) & A & V(R ){<.
(d ) If R # R(3) and |V(P ) & D|=2, N(V(P ) & D ) & A & V(R )
=<.
(v) (a) If P # P, V(P ) & D=<.
(b) If P # R1 _ R3 , |V(P ) & D|1.
(c) If |V(P ) & D|2, then V(P) & D consists of two con-
secutive vertices of P, P # R4 , wP # S & D, N(wP) & B{< and N(wP) &
A=<.
(vi) Assume that R # P.
(a) If R # P(1), then |(S & D )&V(P )||A & T ||(S & D )&
V(P )|+1 and (S & D )&V(P){<.
(b) If R # P(1), P # R4 , wP # S & (T _ D ), and |A & T |=
|(S & D )&V(P )|+1, then N(wP) & B{< and N(wP) & A=<.
(c) If R # P(1) and |A & T |=|(S & D )&V(P)|, then P # R4 ,
wP # S & T, N(wP) & A & C { <, N(wP) & ((S & D ) & V(P )){<, and
N(wP) & B=<.
(d) If R # P(2), then |A & T |=|(S & D)&V(P)|, (S & D)&V(P)
{<, P # R4 , wP # S & V(R), N(wP) & A & C{<, N(wP) & ((S & D )&
V(P )){<, and N(wP) & B=<.
(vii) Assume that R # R.
(a) If R # R(1), then |(A & T )&V(R )||(S & D )&V(P )|&2+
|S & V(R )|.
(b) If R # R(1), P # R4 , wP # S & (T _ D ), and N(wP) & B=<,
then |(A & T)&V(R )||(S & D )&V(P )|&3+|S & V(R )|.
(c) If R # R(2), then |(A & T )&V(R )||(S & D )&V(P )|&1.
(d) If R # R(2), P # R4 , wP # (S&(T_D))&V(R ), and N(wP) &
B=<, then |(A & T )&V(R )||(S & D )&V(P )|&2.
(e) If R # R(3) and |V(P ) & D|1, then |(A & T )&V(R )|
|(S & D)&V(P)|&1.
(f ) If R # R(3) and |V(P ) & D|=2, then |(A & T )&V(R )|
|(S & D )&V(P )|.
(viii) Assume that R # R.
(a) We have (S & D )&V(P ){<.
(b) If R # R(1) _ R(2), |(S & D )&V(P )|2.
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(ix) Assume that R # R.
(a) We have |A & T | |(S & D )&V(P )|+3.
(b) If P # R4 , wP # S & (T _ D ), and N(wP) & B=<, then
|A & T ||(S & D)&V(P )|+2.
(c) If |(S & D)&V(P )|=1, then |A & T |3.
Proof. In the case where R # R4 , let wR denote a vertex of R such that
N(wR) & C or N(wR) & D is empty. (2.10)
By the definition of N(1), P (1), P (2), R (1), R(2), and R(3),
|A & T ||A & V(R )|1. (2.11)
Set K=(S & T ) _ (S & C ) _ (A & T). Then since A & C{<,
(K; A & C, B _ D ) is a separating triple. (2.12)
Claim 1.
|K |{
|T |
|T |+1
(if R # R4 , wR # S & T, N(wR) & A & C{<,
N(wR) & B{< and N(wR) & D=<)
(otherwise).
Proof. Since V(R )K, (2.12) implies |K ||T |. Suppose that |K |=|T |.
Then by (2.12), (2.11), and the minimality of S _ A and A, we get
(K; A & C, B _ D )  SR , which implies R # R4 and
N(wR) & (A & C ){<, (2.13)
N(wR) & (B _ D ){< (2.14)
by Lemma 2.6 (thus readers not interested in the case where R2 {< may
skip the rest of the proof; this remark applies to the proof of most of the
claims and the statements of the lemma). Since (2.13) clearly implies
N(wR) & C{<, we get N(wR) & D=< by (2.10), and hence (2.14) implies
N(wR) & B{<. Since wR # V(R )(S _ A ) & T by definition, this forces
wR # S & T. This ends the proof of Claim 1.
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Now we obtain
0|T _ D|&|S _ A| (by the minimality of |S _ A| )
=( |T |& |K | )+(|B & D|&|A & C| ) (since |B & T |&|S & C|=|T |&|K | )
<|T |&|K |+|B & D| (since A & C{<)
|B & D| (by Claim 1),
that is to say,
B & D{<. (2.15)
Set
L=(S & T) _ (S & D ) _ (B & T ),
L$={
L&[wR]
L
(if R # R4 , wR # S & T, N(wR) & C{<,
and N(wR) & D=<)
(otherwise).
Note that
in the case where L${L, we have N(wR) & D=<. (2.16)
By (2.15),
(L; B & D, A _ C ) is a separating triple, (2.17)
and hence
(L$; B & D, V(G)&L$&(B & D )) is a separating triple (2.18)
by (2.16). Note that
|K |& |S|=|A & T |& |S & D|, (2.19)
|T |& |L|= |A & T |&|S & D|. (2.20)
By (2.19) and (2.20),
|K |& |T |= |S|&|L|. (2.21)
Now if L=L$, then |K ||T |+1 by Claim 1, and hence |L$||S|&1 by
(2.21); if L{L$, then |L$|=|L|&1|S|&1 by Claim 1 and (2.21). Thus
|L$||S|&1. (2.22)
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Since G is k-connected, it follows from (2.18) and (2.22) that |S|k+1,
and hence P  N. This proves (i).
Claim 2. If P # R1 _ R3 , no segment of P having length 3 is contained
in S & L$.
Proof. Suppose that there exists u # V(P ) such that P&[u] is con-
tained in S & L$. Then since each segment of length 2 of P&[u] is k-con-
tractible, we get |L$|k+2 by (2.18). By (2.22), this implies |L$|=k+2
and |S|=k+3, and hence P # R1 . Since u # S, we clearly have u  B & D.
Also, |V(G)&L$&(B & D )||A|>1 by Lemma 2.3(ii). Consequently,
(L$; B & D, V(G )&L$&(B & D )) is nontrivial by Lemma 2.4, and hence
P&[u] is not essentially k-contractible, which contradicts the definition
of R1 .
Arguing as in Claim 2, we see that
if P # P, no edge of P is contained in S & L$ (2.23)
because each edge of P is k-contractible.
Claim 3. S & D{<.
Proof. Assume that S & D=<. Then
|L|=|T |&|A & T | (by (2.20))
|T |&|A & V(R )|
=|T |&|V(R )|+|S & V(R )|
k&2+|S & V(R )| (since (T; C, D ) # SR).
But since L & V(R )(=S & V(R )) forms a segment of length at most
min[2, |E(R )|&1] of R by the definition of N(1), P(1), P(2), R (1), R (2) and
R(3), this together with (2.17) contradicts the assumption that G is
k-connected or the definition of P1 , R1 , or R2 .
Claim 4. If P # R4 , no segment of P&[wP] having length 2 is contained
in S & L$.
Proof. (Readers not interested in the case where R2 {< may skip the
entire proof; this remark applies to the proof of several other claims and
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statements of the lemma.) Assume that there exists a segment Q of length
2 of P&[wP] contained in S & L$. Then since Q is k-contractible,
|L$|=k+2 (2.24)
by (2.18) and (2.22).
We first consider the case where wP # S & L$. In this case, it follows from
(2.24) that G&(L$&[wP]) is connected, and hence
N(wP) & B & D{<, (2.25)
N(wP) & (V(G )&L$&(B & D )){< (2.26)
by (2.18). Since (2.25) implies
N(wP) & A=< (2.27)
by (2.6), it follows from (2.26) that N(wP) & ((S&L$) _ (B & C )){<, and
hence wP  D (see (2.16)). Consequently, wP # S & T & L$, and hence
(K&[wP]; A & C, B _ D _ [wP]) is a separating triple (2.28)
by (2.12) and (2.27). We show that wP # V(R ). Suppose that wP  V(R ).
Then we can argue as in Claim 1, using (2.28) in place of (2.12), to get
|K&[wP]|
{
|T |
|T |+1
(if R # R4 , wR # (S & T )&[wP]; N(wR) & A & C{<,
N(wR) & (B _ [wP]){<, and N(wR) & D=<)
(otherwise)
(2.29)
(we make use of (2.27) in deriving wR # (S & T )&[wP] from N(wR) &
(B _ [wP]){< in the case where |K&[wP]|=T ). By (2.21) and (2.29),
we obtain |L$||S|&2=k+1, which contradicts (2.24). Thus wP # V(R ).
Since V(R )S _ A, it follows from this and (2.27) that NR(wP)S. By the
definition of N(1), P(1), P(2), R (1), R(2), and R (3), this implies that
R # P(2) _ R(3) and
[wP] _ NR(wP) forms a segment of P having length at least 1. (2.30)
Write P&[wP]=xyzu with Q=xyz. If u # S & L$, then since [x, y, z]=
V(Q )S & L$ and wP # S & L$ by assumption, we get V(P )S & L$,
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which, in view of (2.18) and (2.24), contradicts the assumption that P # R4 .
Thus
u  S & L$. (2.31)
First assume R # P(2). Then L$=L by definition, and hence u  S & L by
(2.31), which means that
u # S & C. (2.32)
Since V(R )T, it follows from (2.32) that u  NR(wP). In view of (2.30),
this implies NR(wP)=[x] and [wP , x]V(P ) & V(R )S & T. We
also get z # NP(u)S & N(u)S & (T _ C ) by (2.32). Consequently,
V(P&[ y])=[x, wP , u, z]S & (T _ C )K. On the other hand, we
obtain |K |=|T |+1=k+2 by (2.21) and (2.24) because L$=L, and we
clearly have y  A & C. It now follows from (2.12) and Lemma 2.4 that
(K; A & C, B _ D ) is a nontrivial separating triple with K$V(P&[ y])
and |K |=k+2 (note that (S; A, B) and (T; C, D ) are nontrivial (see the
remark made after the definition of SP), and hence |B _ D||B|2).
Since P # R4 , this means that y  K (so y # B _ D), P&[ y] # Q1 , and
(K; A & C, B _ D ) # SP&[ y] . Hence (K _ [ y]; A & C, (B _ D )&[ y]) # SP
by the definition of SP . However, in view of (2.11), this contradicts the
minimality of S _ A (note that |K _ [ y]|=k+3=|S| ). Next assume
R # R(3). Then |NR(wP)|=2, and hence NP(wP)=NR(wP)=[x, u]S &
TS & L by (2.30). Consequently, it follows from (2.31) that L${L,
and hence R # R4 (and u=wR). Thus |K |=|T |=k+3 by (2.21) and
(2.24). It now follows from (2.28) and Lemma 2.4 that (K&[wP];
A & C, B _ D _ [wP]) is a nontrivial separating triple with K&[wP]$
V(R&[wP]) and |K&[wP]|=k+2, and hence (K; A & C, B _ D ) # SR .
This contradicts the minimality of S _ A, and this contradiction completes
the discussion for the case wP # S & L$.
We now consider the case wP # S&L$. In this case, we have
N(wP) & D=< (2.33)
(see (2.16)). We again show that wP # V(R ). Suppose that wP  V(R ).
Then
wP # S&L=S & C, (2.34)
because in the case where L${L we have wP {wR by the assump-
tion wP  V(R ). By (2.33), we have N(wP) & A & C=< or N(wP) &
(B _ D )=<, according as N(wP) & A=< or N(wP) & B=<. Hence
G&(K&[wP]) is disconnected by (2.12). Consequently, arguing as in
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Claim 1, we infer that if N(wP) & A=<, then (2.29) holds; and if
N(wP ) & B=<, then
|K&[wP]|{
|T |
|T |+1
(if R # R4 , wR # (S & T)&[wP],
N(wR) & ((A & C ) _ [wP]){<,
N(wR) & B{<, and N(wR) & D=<)
(otherwise)
(we make use of Claim 3 in applying the minimality of S _ A; we also
make use of (2.34) in deriving N(wR) & D=< from N(wR) & ((A & C ) _
[wP]){< in the case where |K&[wP]|=|T | ). Hence |L$|k+1 by
(2.21), which contradicts (2.24). Thus wP # V(R ). Since V(R )T, this
together with the assumption that wP # S&L$ implies that L${L and
wP=wR . From L${L, we obtain |K |= |T | by (2.21) and (2.24), and hence
N(wR) & A & C{< and N(wR) & B{< by Claim 1. But since wP=wR ,
this contradicts (2.6), and this contradiction completes the proof of
Claim 4.
Set
M=(S & T) _ (S & D ) _ (A & T ),
N=(S & T) _ (S & C ) _ (B & T ),
N$={
N&[wR]
N
(if R # R4 , wR # S & T, N(wR) & D{<,
and N(wR) & C=<)
(otherwise).
Then
S=(S & L$ & N$) _ (S&N$) _ (S&L$) (disjoint union),
and we also infer that
no edge of G joins a vertex in S&N$ and a vertex in S&L$ (2.35)
(see (2.16); also note that in the case where R # R4 and N(wR ) &
C=N(wR ) & D=<, we have L$=L and N$=N by definition). Conse-
quently,
if P # P, each edge of P is contained in S & L$ or S & N$;
if P # R1 _ R3 , at least one segment of length 3 of P
is contained in S & L$ or S & N$; = (2.36)if P # R4 , at least one segment of length 2 of P&[wP]
is contained in S & L$ or S & N$;
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We now prove (iii). Assume that A & D{<. Then we can argue as in
the proofs of Claims 2 and 4 and (2.23) with C and D replaced by each
other, and with K, L, and L$ replaced by M, N, and N$ respectively, to see
that
if P # R, no edge of P is contained in S & N$;
if P # R1 _ R3 , no segment of length 3 of P is contained in S & N$;
if P # R4 , no segment of length 2 of P&[wP] is contained in S & N$.
But by (2.36), this is not compatible with Claims 2 and 4 and (2.23).
Thus (iii) is proved, and (iv)(a) follows from (iii).
Next we prove (c) and (d) of (iv) ((b) will be proved later). To prove (c)
suppose that (A & V(R ))&N(S & D) contains two consecutive vertices u, v
of R. Then by (iii), N([u, v]) & D=<, and hence (T&[u, v]; C _ [u, v], D )
is a separating triple. But this means that R&[u, v] is not k-contractible,
which contradicts the assumption that R # R1 _ R2 . Thus (A & V(R ))&
N(S & D ) does not contain two consecutive vertices of R. Since A & V(R )
consists of two or more consecutive vertices of R by the definition of
R(1), R(2), and R(3), this implies N(S & D ) & A & V(R ){<. Thus (c) is
proved. Now under the assumption of (d), it follows from the definition of
R(3) that S & V(R )=V(P )&D and S & V(R ) forms a segment of length 2
of P. Consequently, NP(u) & S & V(R ){< for each u # V(P) & D, and
hence N(V(P ) & D ) & A & V(R )=< by Lemma 2.2.
Claim 5. Suppose that P # R4 and wP # S & D. Then N(wP) & B{<
and N(wP) & A=<.
Proof. Suppose that N(wP) & B=<. Then N(wP)=N(wP) & (S _ A)
(T _ D ) & (S _ A )=M by (iii). Since |N(wP) & V(R )|1 by Lemma 2.2,
this implies |M ||V(R )|+k|T |+2. Since |M |& |T |=|S|&|N |, this
implies
|N ||S|&2k+1. (2.37)
From Claim 4 and (2.36), we see that S & N$ contains a segment of length
2 of P&[wP]. Since N$N$, this together with (2.37) implies that
(N; B & C, A _ D ) is not a separating triple, and hence
B & C=<. (2.38)
We now obtain
|T _ C|&|S _ A|=|B & T |&|S & D| (by (iii) and (2.38))
=|N |& |S|<0 (by (2.37)),
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which contradicts the minimality of |S _ A|. Thus N(wP) & B{<, and
hence N(wP) & A by (2.6). This ends the proof of Claim 5.
We now prove (v). By (2.35)
NP(V(P ) & D )S & L$. (2.39)
Now if V(P) & D{<, S & L$ contains an edge of P by (2.39). Hence (a)
follows from (2.23). To prove (b) and (c), suppose that P # R and
|V(P ) & D|2. In view of (2.39), it follows from Claims 2 and 4 that
P # R4 , wP # S & D, and V(P ) & D consists of two consecutive vertices of P,
and the rest of the assertion of (c) follows from Claim 5.
Claim 6. (i)
|A & T |
{ |S & D|+|V(R )|&2&min[1, |E(P) & E((S & (T _ D)) )|] (if P # P)|S & D|+|V(R )|&2&min[2, |E(P) & E((S & (T _ D)) )|] (if P # R).
(ii) Suppose that P # R4 , wP # S & (T _ D ), and N(wP) & B=<.
Then
|A & T |
|S & D|+|V(R )|&3&min[2, |E(P&[wP]) & E((S & (T _ D )) )|].
Proof. In view of Lemma 2.1, it follows from (2.17) that
|L|{k+min[1, |E(P) & E((S & (T _ D )) )|] (if P # P)k+min[2, |E(P) & E((S & (T _ D )) )|] (if P # R)
(note that if V(P )S & (T _ D ), then we have E(P) & (E((S & (T _ D )) )
=E(P )). Since we have |T |&k|V(R )|&2 by the assumption that
(T; C, D ) # SR , this together with (2.20) implies (i). Assume now that
P # R4 , wP # S & (T _ D ), and N(wP) & B=<. Then (L&[wP]; B & D,
A _ C _ [wP]) is a separating triple by the assumption that N(wP ) &
B=<. Consequently,
|L&[wP]|k+min[2, |E(P&[wP]) & E((S & (T _ D )) )|],
and hence (ii) follows from (2.20).
Claim 7. Suppose that V(P ) & D{<. Then P # R and |A & T |
|S & D|+ |V(R )|&4.
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Proof. We get P # R by (i) and (v)(a). Since NP(V(P ) & D )
S & (T _ D ), we see that |E(P ) & E((S & (T _ D )) )|2, and hence the
desired inequality follows from Claim 6(i).
Claim 8. Suppose that P # R and V(P )S & (T _ D ). Then P # R4 ,
R # R4 and |A & T ||S & D|.
Proof. By Claims 2 and 4, we have L${L, and hence R # R4 . Since
|L&L$|=|[wR]|=1, there is a segment Q of length 3 of P such that
V(Q )L$, and hence it follows from Claim 2 that P # R4 . From
V(Q )L$, we also get |L|=|L$|+1k+2+1=|T | by (2.18), and hence
|A & T ||S & D| by (2.20).
Claim 9. Suppose that R # P(2) _ R(2) _ R(3). Then the following hold.
(i) |A & T ||S & D|+|V(R )|&1&|S & V(R )|.
(ii) Suppose that P # R4 , wP # (S & (T _ D ))&V(R ), and N(wP)
& B=<.
(a) We have |A & T | |S & D|+|V(R )|&2&|S & V(R )|.
(b) If V(P ) & D{<, |A & T ||S & D|+ |V(R )|&5.
Proof. From the assumption that R # (P(2) & P1) _ ((R (2) _ R(3)) &
(R1 _ R2)), we infer that 2|S & V(R )|3 and S & V(R ) forms a
k-contractible segment of P. This in particular implies that we have
|S & V(R )|=2 in the case where P # P. We also get |E(P ) &
E((S & T ) )||S & V(R )|&1, and hence |A & T | |S & D|+|V(R )|&
2&(|S & V(R )|&1) by Claim 6(i). Thus (i) is proved. Similarly, (ii)(a)
follows from Claim 6(ii). We now prove (ii)(b). In view of Claim 8, we may
assume V(P)3 S & (T _ D ). Since we have wP  S & D by Claim 5 and the
assumption that N(wP) & B=<, this implies that R # P(2) _ R(2),
|V(P ) & D|=1, and V(P ) & (T _ D )=(S & V(R )) _ [wP] _ (V(P ) & D ).
Hence if we write V(P ) & D=[u], then NP(u) & S & V(R ){< (and wP #
NP(u)). Consequently, u and S & V(R ) form a segment of length 2 of
P&[wP], and hence the desired conclusion follows from Claim 6(ii).
Claim 10. Suppose that |V(P ) & D|+|S & V(R )|4. Then P # R and
V(P )S & (T _ D).
Proof. Since |V(P ) & D|2 by (v), we have |S & V(R )|2. Since this
implies R # P(2) _ R (2) _ R(3), we get S & V(R )=V(P ) & V(R ) and
2|S & V(R )|3, (2.40)
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and hence
|V(P ) & (T _ D )||V(P ) & D|+|S & V(R )|4. (2.41)
By (2.41), we clearly have P # R. Again by (2.41), we may assume
|V(P ) & D|+|S & V(R )|=4. Note that (2.40) and (2.41) imply V(P ) &
D{<. Since V(P) & D forms a segment (possibly of length 0) of P by (v),
and since S & V(R ) also forms a segment of P, it follows that the unique
vertex in V(P )&(V(P ) & D )&(S & V(R )) is adjacent to a vertex in
V(P ) & D, and hence V(P )S & (T _ D ).
We now prove (ii). Suppose that R # N. If V(P) & D=<, then
|A & T ||S & D|=|(S & D )&V(P)| by Claim 6(i); if V(P) & D{<, then
since |V(P ) & D|2 by (v), |A & T ||S & D|&2|(S & D )&V(P)| by
Claim 7. Thus |A & T ||(S & D )&V(P)|. In view of (2.11), this implies
(S & D )&V(P ){<. Consequently, it follows from (iv)(a) and Lemma
2.7(ii) that P # R4 ,
|A & T |=|N((S & D)&V(P )) & A|=|(S & D )&V(P )|, (2.42)
N(wP) & A & C{<, (2.43)
N(wP) & ((S & D )&V(P )){<, (2.44)
N(wP) & B=<. (2.45)
Note that (2.44) forces
wP # S & (T _ D ). (2.46)
Now if V(P) & D=<, then by Claim 6(ii), it follows from (2.45) and (2.46)
that |A & T ||S & D|&1=|(S & D )&V(P )|&1; if V(P) & D{< then
|V(P ) & D|=1 by (v)(c) and (2.45), and hence |A & T | |S & D|&2=
|(S & D )&V(P )|&1 by Claim 7. Thus |A & T ||(S & D )&V(P )|&1,
which contradicts (2.42).
Next we prove (vi). Assume first that R # P(1). If V(P) & D=<,
|A & T ||S & D|+1=|(S & D )&V(P )|+1 by Claim 6(i); if V(P ) &
D{<, |A & T ||S & D|&1|(S & D )&V(P)|+1 by Claim 7 and (v).
Thus
|A & T ||(S & D )&V(P)|+1. (2.47)
Since |A & T | |A & V(R )|2 by the definition of P(1), (2.47) implies
(S & D )&V(P){< (2.48)
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and (a) follows from (2.47), (2.48), (iv)(a), and Lemma 2.7(i). To prove (b)
assume that P # R4 , wP # S & (T _ D ), and
|A & T |=|(S & D )&V(P)|+1. (2.49)
If V(P ) & D{<, then by Claim 7, it follows from (2.49) that
|V(P ) & D|2, and hence N(wP) & B{< and N(wP) & A=< by (v)(c).
Thus we may assume that V(P ) & D=<. Now if N(wP) & B=<, then by
Claim 6(ii), |A & T ||S & D|=|(S & D )&V(P)|, which contradicts (2.49).
Consequently, N(wP) & B{<, and hence N(wP) & A=< by (2.6). Thus
(b) is proved. In view of (iv)(a), (c) immediately follows from (2.48),
Lemma 2.7(ii), and Claim 5. Assume now that R # P(2). By Claim 8, we
have V(P )3 S & (T _ D ) in the case where P # R. Hence we get
|V(P ) & D|1 by (v)(a) or Claim 10, according as P # P or R. Conse-
quently, |A & T ||(S & D )&V(P )| by Claim 9(i) or Claim 7, according as
|V(P ) & D|=0 or 1. By (2.11), this implies that (2.48) holds, and hence we
see from (iv)(a) and Lemma 2.7(ii) that P # R4 and (2.42) through (2.46)
hold. Now suppose that wP  S & V(R ). Then in view of (2.45) and (2.46)
and the assumption that R # P(2), we obtain |A & T ||(S & D )&
V(P )|&1 by (a) or (b) of Claim 9(ii), according as |V(P) & D|=0 or 1.
But this contradicts (2.42), and thus (d) is proved.
We prove (iv)(b). Suppose that N((S & D )&V(P)) & A{A & T. Then
by (iv)(a), (vi)(a), (vi)(d), and Lemma 2.7(ii), R # P(1), (2.49) holds,
P # R4 , and (2.44) through (2.46) hold. But then by (vi)(b), we get
|A & T |=|(S & D)&V(P )| from (2.45) and (2.46), which contradicts
(2.49).
We prove (vii). Note that |A & T |=|(A & T )&V(R )|+5&|S & V(R )|
and |S & D|=|(S & D)&V(P)|+|V(P) & D|. Note also that |V(P) & D|2
by (v)(c). Thus (a) follows from Claim 6(i) or Claim 7, according as
V(P ) & D=< or not. Similarly, (c) follows from Claim 9(i), Claim 7, or
Claims 8 and 10, according as |V(P ) & D|=0, 1, or 2; (e) follows from
Claim 9(i), or Claims 8 and 10, according as |V(P ) & D|=0, or 1; (f )
follows from Claims 8 and 10. We now prove (b) and (d). Note that if
N(wP) & B=<, then |V(P ) & D|1 by (v)(c). Thus (b) follows from
Claim 6(ii) or Claim 7, according as |V(P ) & D|=0 or 1; and (d) follows
from (a) or (b) of Claim 9(ii), according as |V(P ) & D|=0 or 1.
We prove (viii). Suppose that |(S & D )&V(P)|1. We show that
R # R(3). Suppose that R # R(1) _ R(2). In view of (a) and (c) of (vii), this
implies |(S & D )&V(P)|=1 and |(A & T )&V(R )|=0, i.e., A & T=A &
V(R). Write (S & D )&V(P)=[u]. Then by (iv)(a) and Lemma 2.2,
|N(u) & A|=|N(u) & A & T |=|N(u) & A & V(R )|1. By Lemma 2.7(ii),
this implies that
|N(u) & A & V(R )|=1, (2.50)
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P # R4 , and (2.44) through (2.46) hold. Since (2.44) implies wP # N(u), we
get
wP  V(R ) (2.51)
by Lemma 2.2 and (2.50). But by (b) and (d) of (vii), (2.45), (2.46), and
(2.51) imply that |(A & T )&V(R )|&1, which is absurd. Thus R # R(3).
Now suppose that (S & D )&V(P )=<. Then S & D=V(P ) & D, and we
also get |V(P ) & D|2 by (vii)(e), and hence |V(P ) & D|=2 by (v)(c).
Hence by (iv)(d), N(S & D ) & A & V(R )=N(V(P ) & D ) & A & V(R )=<,
which contradicts (iv)(c).
Finally we prove (ix). Recall that we have |V(P ) & D|2 by (v)(c).
Thus (a) follows from and (a), (c), (e), and (f ) of (vii), and (b) follows
from (b), (c), (e), and (f ) of (vii). Now if |(S & D )&V(P )|=1, then
R # R(3) by (viii)(b). Consequently, (c) follows from (e) and (f ) of (vii).
3. CYCLE OF LENGTH 5
We continue with the notation of the preceding section. The main results
in this section are Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4. In view of Lemma 2.8, it follows
from Lemma 2.9(ii) that
N(1) & N1=<. (3.1)
Thus to prove (2.9), it suffices to show (P(1) _ P(2)) & P1=(R(1) _ R(2) _
R(3)) & (R1 _ R2)=<.
With Lemma 2.9(vi) in mind, we define P (1)2 , P
(1)
3 , and P
(2)
3 as follows:
if either P # N _ P _ R1 _ R3 , or P # R4 and N(wP) & B{<, let
P (1)2 =[R # P
(1) | there exists a subset I of S&V(P)&V(R ) satisfying
|N(I ) & A|=|I |+1 and N(I ) & A$A & V(R )],
P (1)3 =P
(2)
3 =<;
if P # R4 and N(wP) & B=<, let
P (1)2 =[R # P
(1) | there exists a subset I of S&V(P )&V(R ) satisfying
|N(I ) & A|=|I |+1, N(I ) & A$A & V(R ), and N(wP) & I=<],
P (1)3 =[R # P
(1) | there exists a subset I of S&V(P )&V(R ) satisfying
|N(I ) & A|=|I | and N(I ) & A$A & V(R )],
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P (2)3 =[R # P
(2) | wP # S & V(R ), and there exists a subset I of
S&V(P)&V(R ) satisfying |N(I) & A|=|I |
and N(I ) & A$A & V(R )].
In view of Lemma 2.8, it follows from (iv)(b) and (vi) of lemma 2.9 that
P(1) & P1 P (1)2 _ P
(1)
3 , P
(2) & P1 P (2)3 (3.2)
(we simply let I=(S & D )&V(P )). For each R # P (1)2 _ P
(1)
3 _ P
(2)
3 , we fix
a subset IR of S&V(P)&V(R ) satisfying the requirements stated in the
definition of P (1)2 , P
(1)
3 , or P
(2)
3 (if R # P
(1)
2 & P
(1)
3 , we let IR be as in the
definition of P (1)2 ). For simplicity, let
P4=P
(1)
2 _ P
(1)
3 _ P
(2)
3 .
Lemma 3.1. Let R # P4 . Then |IR |2.
Proof. Since N(IR) & A$A & V(R ){<, IR {<. Suppose that |IR|=1,
and write IR=[u]. Then since N(u) & A$V(R ), it follows from Lemma
2.2 that
|A & V(R )|=1, (3.3)
N(u) & S & V(R )=<. (3.4)
Since (3.3) means that R # P(2), it follows from the definition of P (2)3 and
Lemma 2.7 that P # R4 , wP # S & V(R ), and u # N(wP), and hence
wP # N(u) & S & V(R ), which contradicts (3.4). This ends the proof of
Lemma 3.1.
We define a graph G on P4 by joining Q, R # P4 (Q{R ) if and only if
N(IQ) & N(IR) & A{<.
Lemma 3.2. Let X{< be a subset of P4 which induces a connected sub-
graph of G, and let X=R # X IR . Then the following hold.
(i) |N(X ) & A||X |+1.
(ii) If equality holds in (i) XP (1)2 .
Proof. We proceed by induction on |X|. If |X|=1, the lemma follows
immediately from the definition of IR . Thus assume |X|2. Then there
exists Q # X such that X&[Q] induces a connected subgraph of G. let
Y=R # X&[Q] IR . By the induction hypothesis, |N(Y ) & A| |Y|+1.
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Assume first that |N(Y ) & A|=|Y|+1. Then by the induction
hypothesis,
R # P (1)2 for all R # X&[Q]. (3.5)
We show that
|N(Y ) & N(IQ) & A||Y & IQ |+1. (3.6)
Since N(Y ) & N(IQ) & A{< by the assumption that X is connected, (3.6)
clearly holds if Y & IQ=<. Thus we may assume Y & IQ {<. Note that in
the case where P # R4 and N(wP) & B=<, we have N(wP) & Y=< by
(3.5) and the definition of IR . Thus (3.6) follows from Lemma 2.7(ii). Now
if Q # P (1)2 , we get |N(X) & A|=|N(Y ) & A|+|N(IQ) & A|&|N(Y ) &
N(IQ) & A|( |Y|+1)+(|IQ |+1)&(|Y & IQ |+1)=|X |+1; and if Q #
(P (1)3 &P
(1)
2 ) _ P
(2)
3 , we similarly get |N(X ) & A||X |.
Assume now that |N(Y ) & A|=|Y|. If Q # P(1)2 , then by the definition of
IQ and Lemma 2.7(ii), we see that (3.6) again holds, and hence we can
argue as above to get |N(X ) & A| |X |. Thus we may assume
Q # (P (1)3 &P
(1)
2 ) _ P
(2)
3 . In this case, we have |N(Y ) & N(IQ) & A|
|Y & IQ | by lemma 2.7(i), and using this in place of (3.6), we get
|N(X ) & A||X |. This ends the proof of Lemma 3.2.
Let G1 , ..., Gh be the components of G. Let 1 jh. Let mj=|V(Gj)| and
write V(Gj)=[Pj1 , ...Pjmj]. Let Iji=IPji for each 1imj , and let
Ij=1imj Iji . Also let
I= .
1 jh
Ij (disjoint union).
Note that
N(I ) & A= .
1 jh
(N(Ij) & A) (disjoint union).
The following lemma immediately follows from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2:
Lemma 3.3. Let 1 jh. Then the following hold.
(i) |Ij |2.
(ii) |N(Ij) & A||Ij |+1.
(iii) If equality holds in (ii), V(Gj)P (1)2 .
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Set
R5=[R # (R(1) _ R(2) _ R(3)) & (R1 _ R2) | no segment of length 2 of
R belongs to P4].
By Lemmas 2.8 and 2.9(i), we have R5=< in the case where P # N1 . In
view of (3.1) and (3.2), in order to prove (2.9), it suffices to show
P4=R5=< (3.7)
(note that if P4=<, then (P (1) _ P (2)) & P1=< by (3.2), and
R5=(R
(1) _ R(2) _ R(3)) & (R1 _ R2) by definition).
We define a sequence R1 , R2 , ..., Rn of members of R5 , a sequence
J1 , J2 , ..., Jn of subsets of S&I, and a sequence M1 , M2 , ..., Mn of subsets
of A&N(I ) as follows. Let i1, and assume that Rj , Jj , and Mj are
defined for all 1 j<i. If there is a member R of R5 such that
(A & V(R ))&N(I )&(1 j<i M j ) contains two consecutive vertices of R
(in the case where i=1, we naturally take 1 j<i Mj=<), we let R i
denote one of such members of R5 , take (Ti ; Ci , Di) # SRi so that
A & Ci {< (see Lemma 2.8), and let Ji=(S & Di)&I&(1 j<i J j) and
Mi=(A & Ti)&N(I )&(1 j<i Mj); if there is no such member of R5 , we
terminate this procedure, and let n=i&1 (it is possible that n=0). We
assume that in choosing Ri in the above-mentioned procedure, we have
followed the following rule:
if possible, we choose Ri so that Ri # R(1). (3.8)
Set
J= .
1in
Ji , M= .
1in
Mi (disjoint unions).
Note that we have S&V(P)$I _ (J&V(P )), I & (J&V(P ))=<, and
A$(N(I ) & A ) _ M, (N(I ) & A ) & M=<. Thus
S&V(P)$\ .1 jh Ij+_ \ .1in (Ji&V(P))+ (disjoint union),
A$\ .
1 jh
(N(I j) & A)+_ \ .
1in
M i+ (disjoint union).
Lemma 3.4. Let 1in. Then the following hold.
(i) (N(Ji) & A )&N(I )&(1 j<i Mj)Mi .
(ii) N(Ji) & Mi & V(Ri){<.
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(iii) (a) |Mi&V(Ri)||Ji&V(P)|.
(b) If Ri # R(1) _ R(2) or |V(P) & Di |1, |M i&V(Ri)|
|Ji&V(P )|&1.
(iv) Ji&V(P){<.
(v) |Mi|3|Ji&V(P )|.
Proof. Let X=(S & Di) & (I _ (1 j<i Jj)), Y=X&V(P ), and Z=
(A & Ti) & (N(I ) _ (1 j<i Mj)). Then
S & Di=Ji _ X (disjoint union), (3.9)
(S & Di)&V(P )=(Ji&V(P )) _ Y (disjoint union), (3.10)
A & Ti=Mi _ Z (disjoint union), (3.11)
(A & Ti)&V(Ri)=(Mi&V(Ri)) _ (Z&V(Ri)) (disjoint union). (3.12)
Since
N(S & Di) & AA & Ti , (3.13)
by Lemma 2.9(iv)(a), (i) follows from (3.9) and (3.11). Since I _
(1 j<i Jj)=I _ (1 j<i (S & D j)) and N(I ) _ (1 j<i Mj)=N(I ) _
(1 j<i (A & Tj)) by definition, and since N(S & Dj) & AA & Tj for all
1 ji by Lemma 2.9(iv)(a), we also get
N(Y ) & AN(X) & AZ, (3.14)
and hence N(Ji) & Mi=N(S & Di) & Mi by (3.9) and (3.11). Since
Mi & V(Ri) contains two consecutive vertices of Ri by definition, this
together with Lemma 2.9(iv)(c) implies (ii).
We now prove (iii). Suppose that |Mi&V(Ri)||Ji&V(P )|. We
show that |Mi&V(Ri)|=|Ji&V(P )|, Ri # R(3), and |V(P) & Di |=2.
Since |Mi&V(Ri)|=|(A & Ti)&V(Ri)|&|Z&V(Ri)||(A & Ti)&V(Ri)|&
|(N(Y ) & A )&V(Ri)|=|(A & Ti)&V(Ri)|&|N(Y )&A|+|N(Y ) & A&V(Ri)|
by (3.12) and (3.14), we get
0|Mi&V(Ri)|&|Ji&V(P )|
( |(A & Ti)&V(Ri)|&|(S & Di)&V(P )| )&(|N(Y ) & A|&|Y| )
+|N(Y ) & A & V(Ri)| (3.15)
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by (3.10). Since (N(Y ) & A ) & Mi Z & Mi=< by (3.14) and (3.11), and
since S & ((N(Y ) & A ) _ Mi)S & A=<, we have |S & V(Ri)|+|N(Y ) &
A & V(Ri)|+|Mi & V(Ri)||V(Ri)|=5. Since |Mi & V(R i)|2 by the
definition of Ri , this implies
|S & V(Ri)|+|N(Y ) & A & V(Ri)|3. (3.16)
Set Q=( (S & V(Ri)) _ (N(Y ) & A & V(Ri))) . Then
A & V(Q)=N(Y ) & A & V(Ri)N(Y ) & A. (3.17)
By (3.10),
YS&V(P )&V(Ri)=S&V(P )&V(Q ). (3.18)
Since Mi & V(Ri) contains two consecutive vertices of Ri , and since
Ri # R5 , we also see that
if equality holds in (3.16), then Q is a segment of length 2 of Ri but Q  P4 .
(3.19)
We now divide the proof into three cases according to whether Ri belongs
to R(1), R(2), or R(3) (note that a large part of the rest of the proof of (iii)
becomes unnecessary if we assume R2=<).
First, we consider the case where R # R(1). In this case, we get
|N(Y ) & A|&|Y|( |S & V(Ri)|&2)+|N(Y ) & A & V(Ri)|1 (3.20)
from Lemma 2.9(vii)(a), (3.15), and (3.16). Since |N(Y ) & A|&|Y|0 by
(3.18) and Lemma 2.7(i), and since |S & V(Ri)|1 (because Ri # R(1)),
this implies |N(Y ) & A & V(Ri)|1, and hence Y{<. Assume first that
|N(Y ) & A|=|Y|+1. Then equality holds in (3.20), and hence equality
holds in Lemma 2.9(vii)(a) and (3.16). Hence by (3.19), Q  P4 . Conse-
quently, applying the definition of P (1)2 with I=Y, we see from (3.17) and
(3.18) that P # R4 ,
N(wP) & B=< (3.21)
N(wP) & Y{<. (3.22)
Since YS & Di by (3.10), (3.22) implies
wP # S & (Ti _ D i). (3.23)
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But in view of Lemma 2.9(vii)(b), (3.21) and (3.23) contradict the assertion that
equality holds in Lemma 2.9(vii)(a). Assume now that |N(Y ) & A|=|Y|.
Then by (3.18) and Lemma 2.7(ii), P # R4 , and (3.21) and (3.22) hold, and
hence (3.23) holds. Consequently, by Lemma 2.9(vii)(b) and (3.15),
|N(Y ) & A|&|Y|( |S & V(Ri)|&3)+|N(Y ) & A & V(Ri)|, which implies
that equality holds in (3.16). But since |N(Y ) & A|=|Y| , applying the
definition of P (1)3 with I=Y, we see that the equality in (3.16) together
with (3.17), (3.18), and (3.21) contradicts (3.19), and this contradiction
completes the discussion for the case Ri # R(1).
Next we consider the case Ri # R(2). In this case, we get |N(Y) & A|&|Y|
 |N(Y) & A & V(Ri)|&1 = |N(Y) & A & V(Ri)| + |S & V(Ri)|&30
from Lemma 2.9(vii)(c), (3.15), and (3.16). Hence Y{<, |N(Y) & A|=|Y|,
and equality holds in lemma 2.9(vii)(c) and (3.16). By Lemma 2.7(ii), P # R4 ,
and (3.21) and (3.22) hold, and hence (3.23) holds. On the other hand, by
the definition of P (2)3 , the equality in (3.16) together with (3.17), (3.18),
(3.21), and (3.19) implies that
wP  S & V(Q)=S & V(Ri). (3.24)
But by lemma 2.9(vii)(d), (3.24) together with (3.21) and (3.23) contradicts
the assertion that equality holds in Lemma 2.9 (vii)(c).
Finally, we consider the case Ri # R(3). In this case, we have |N(Y) & A
& V(Ri)|=0 by (3.16), and |N(Y) & A||Y| by Lemma 2.7(i). Consequently,
0  |Mi&V(Ri)| & |Ji&V(P)|  |(A & Ti)&V(Ri)| & |(S & Di)&V(P)|
by (3.15), and hence we obtain |V(P) & Di |=2 and |Mi&V(Ri)|=|Ji&V(P)|
by (e) and (f ) of Lemma 2.9(vii) (note that we have |V(P) & Di |2 by
Lemma 2.9(v)(c)). This completes the proof of (iii).
Next we prove (iv). Since |Mi&V(Ri)| cannot be negative, (iv) immediately
follows from (iii)(b) unless Ri # R(3) and |V(P) & Di |=2. Thus assume that
Ri # R(3) and |V(P) & D i |=2. Then N(V(P) & Ji) & Mi & V(Ri)=< by
Lemma 2.9(iv)(d). Hence by (ii), N(Ji&V(P)) & Mi & V(Ri)=N(Ji) & Mi
& V(Ri){<, which, in particular, implies Ji&V(P){<, as desired.
Finally, we prove (v). By (3.10), (3.11), (3.14), Lemma 2.7(i), and
Lemma 2.9(ix)(a), |Mi | & |Ji&V(P)|  |A & Ti | & |(S & Di) & V(P)| ) &
(|N(Y) & A|& |Y| )3. Now suppose that |Mi |>3 |Ji&V(P)|. Then since
|Ji&V(P)|1 by (iv), we get |Ji&V(P)|=1 and |Mi |=4, and hence
|N(Y) & A|=|Y| and equality holds in Lemma 2.9(ix)(a). If Y=<, then
by (3.10) and (3.11), |(S & Di)&V(P)|=|Ji&V(P)|=1 and |A & Ti |
|Mi |=4, which contradicts Lemma 2.9(ix)(c). Thus Y{<. Since |N(Y) & A|
=|Y|, it now follows from Lemma 2.7(ii) that P # R4 and (3.21) and (3.22)
hold, and hence (3.23) holds. But in view of Lemma 2.9(ix)(b), (3.21) and
(3.23) contradict the assertion that equality holds in Lemma 2.9(ix)(a), and
this contradiction completes the proof of Lemma 3.4.
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Lemma 3.5. (i) k2+2h+n.
(ii) If equality holds in (i), then |Ij |=2 for all 1 jh, and
|Ji&V(P)|=1 for all 1in.
Proof. Since |S&V(P)|k&2 and
S&V(P)$\ .
1 jh
Ij+_ \ .
1in
(J i&V(P))+ (disjoint union),
this follows immediately from Lemmas 3.3(i) and 3.4(iv).
Lemma 3.6. (i) |(N(I) & A) _ M|3(|I|+|J&V(P)| ).
(ii) If k5, |A&N(I)&M|5.
(iii) If k=4, |A&N(I)&M|2.
Proof. By (i) and (ii) of Lemma 3.3, |N(Ij) & A|3 |Ij |2<3 |Ij | for each
1 jh, and hence |(N(I) & A) _ M|1 jh 3 |Ij |+1in 3 |Ji&V(P)|
=3( |I|+|J&V(P)| ) by Lemma 3.4(v). Thus (i) is proved and, since
|I|+|J&V(P)||S&V(P)|k&2, (ii) and (iii) follow from (i) and
Lemma 2.5.
Lemma 3.7. Let a # A&N(I)&M. Then N(a)A _ (S&I&J).
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.4(i).
Lemma 3.8. Let R=axyzba be a cycle of length 5 such that a, b # A&N(I),
x, y, z # S _ A, and R # R(1) _ R(2) _ R(3). Then at least one of the following
five statements holds:
(i) xy is not k-contractible (so P=xy # N1);
(ii) yz is not k-contractible (so P= yz # N1);
(iii) xyz is not k-contractible and [x, y, z]S (so P=xyz # P1);
(iv) xyz # P4 (so [x, y, z]S _ (N(I) & A) and [x, y, z]3 S); or
(v) R # R5 (so [a, b] & M{<).
Proof. Assume for the moment that xy is not k-contractible. Then
by (3.1), x, y # S. Since R # R(1) _ R(2) _ R (3), this implies that xy # E(P)
(and R # R(2) _ R(3)). Now that we are assuming that xy is not k-contractible,
this forces P=xy # N1 (and R # R(2)) by the definitions of P1 , R1 , and R2
and hence (i) holds. Similarly, if yz is not k-contractible, (ii) holds. Thus
we may assume that xy and yz are k-contractible. Then since a, b # A, every
edge of R is k-contractible by (3.1). If R # R5 , then by the definition of M,
(A & V(R))&N(I)&M does not contain two vertices which are consecutive
on R, and hence (v) holds. Thus we may assume R  R5 . In view of (3.2), we
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see that none of yzb, zba, bax, and axy belongs to P1 _ P4 from the definition
of I and the assumption that a, b # A&N(I). Now if xyz  P1 _ P4 , then
R # R1 _ R2 by the definitions of R1 and R2 , and hence R # R5 by the
definition of R5 , a contradiction. Thus xyz # P1 _ P4 . Assume first that
xyz # P4 . Then xyz # P(1) _ P (2) by the definition of P4 , and hence
[x, y, z]3 S. Also, we have [x, y, z]S _ (N(I) & A) by the definition of I,
and hence (iv) holds. Assume now that xyz  P4 , and hence xyz # P1 . By (3.2),
this implies xyz  P(1) _ P (2). Since R # R(1) _ R(2) _ R(3), this means that
[x, y, z]S and xyz is a segment of P (and R # R(3)). Now that we are
assuming xyz # P1 , this forces P=xyz # P1 by the definitions of R1 and R2 ,
and hence (iii) holds.
For each v # (S&I&J) _ (N(I) & A) _ M, let
Xv=(N(v) & (A&N(I)&M)) _ [v].
Let
X0= .
v # V(P)&J
(Xv&[v]), X1= .
v # S&V(P)&I&J
(Xv&[v]),
X= .
v # S&I&J
(Xv&[v])=X0 _ X1 .
For each 1 jh, let
Yji=\ .v # N(Iji) & A (Xv&[v])+&X
for each 1imj , and let
Yj=\ .v # N(Ij) & A (Xv&[v])+&X= .1imj Yji .
Also let
Y=\ .v # N(I) & A (Xv&[v])+&X= .1jh Yj .
Let
Zi=\ .v # Mi (Xv&[v])+&X&Y
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for each 1in, and let
Z=\ .v # M (Xv&[v])+&X&Y= .1in Z i .
In the rest of this section, we prove a number of lemmas which we use
in Section 4 to show that A&N(I)&M is independent in G.
Lemma 3.9. No edge of G joins a vertex in A&N(I)&M&X&Y and a
vertex in A&N(I)&M&X.
Proof. Suppose that there exists ab # E(G) such that a # A&N(I)&M
&X&Y and b # A&N(I)&M&X. By (3.1), ab is k-contractible. By (1.3),
there exists a cycle R of length 5 containing ab. Write R=axyzba. Then by
Lemma 3.7, x, z # A _ (S&I&J). Consequently, we get x, z # A from a, b  X,
and we further get x  N(I) from a  Y; that is to say, we have x # A&N(I)
and z # A. But this contradicts Lemma 3.8.
Lemma 3.10. Let a # A&N(I)&M and v # (S&I&J) _ (N(I) & A) _ M.
Then |N(a) & Xv |1.
Proof. This follows from the assumption that G has girth at least 5.
Lemma 3.11. Let a # A&N(I)&M, and let W be a subset of (S&I&J)
_ (N(I) & A) _ M. Then the following hold.
(i) |N(a) & (v # W Xv)||[v # W | N(a) & Xv {<]|.
(ii) If equality holds in (i), (N(a) & Xu) & (N(a) & Xv)=< for any
u, v # W with u{v.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.10.
Lemma 3.12. Let a # A&N(I)&M, and let 1in. Then the following
hold.
(i) No two vertices in [v # V(Ri)&I&J | N(a) & Xv{<] are con-
secutive
on Ri .
(ii) |[v # Mi & V(Ri) | N(a) & Xv {<]|2.
(iii) If |Mi & V(Ri)|=2, |[v # Mi & V(Ri) | N(a) & Xv {<]|1.
Proof. Since Ri # R5 {< by assumption, (R(1) _ R(2) _ R(3)) & (R1 _ R2)
{< by the definition of R5 , and hence P  N by Lemmas 2.8 and 2.9(i). To
prove (i), suppose that there exist u, v # V(Ri)&I&J with uv # E(Ri) such
that N(a) & Xu {< and N(a) & Xv {<, and take b # Xu & N(a) and
c # Xv & N(a). From the assumption that G has girth at least 5, it follows
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that b{u, c{v, and b{c, and hence R=acvuba is a cycle of length 5. If
[u, v]3 S, then R # R(1); if u, v # S, then since Ri # R5 R(1) _ R(2) _ R(3),
uv # E(P), and hence R # R(2). We now apply Lemma 3.8 with xyz=cvu.
Since a, b, c # A&N(I)&M, parts (i), (iii), (iv), and (v) of Lemma 3.8 do
not hold. Consequently, (ii) of Lemma 3.8 must hold, which contradicts the
previous assertion that P  N. Thus (i) is proved and, since V(Ri)&I&J
$A & V(Ri)$Mi & V(Ri), (ii) and (iii) follow from (i).
Arguing as in Lemma 3.12, we also obtain:
Lemma 3.13. Let a # A&N(I)&M. Then the following hold.
(i) If P  N, no two vertices in [v # V(P)&J | N(a) & Xv {<] are
consecutive on P.
(ii) |[v # V(P)&J | N(a) & Xv {<]|2.
Lemma 3.14. Let a # A&N(I)&M, and let 1in. Then the following
hold.
(i) |[v # Mi | N(a) & Xv {<]| |Ji&V(P)|+1.
(ii) If equality holds in (i), one of the following holds:
(a) |Mi & V(Ri)|3, |[v # Mi & V(Ri) | N(a) & Xv {<]|=2, and
|Mi & V(Ri)|=|Ji&V(P)|&1; or
(b) |Mi & V(Ri)|=2, |[v # Mi & V(Ri) | N(a) & Xv {<] |=1, and
|Mi&V(Ri)|=|Ji&V(P)|.
Proof. If |Mi & V(Ri)|3, then Ri # R (1) _ R (2), and hence |[v # Mi |
N(a) & Xv {<]| = |[v # Mi & V(Ri) | N(a) & Xv {<]| + |[v # Mi&V(Ri) |
N(a) & Xv {<]|2+|Mi&V(Ri)||Ji&V(P)|+1 by Lemmas 3.12(ii)
and 3.4(iii)(b); if |Mi & V(Ri)|=2, then |[v # Mi | N(a) & Xv {<] |
1+|Mi&V(Ri)||Ji&V(P)|+1 by Lemmas 3.12(iii) and 3.4(iii)(a). Thus
(i) is proved and, in either case, the equality in (i) implies that equality
holds in Lemmas 3.12 and 3.4(iii), and hence (ii) follows immediately.
Lemma 3.15. Let a # A&N(I)&M, and let 1 jh. Then
|N(a) & (N(Ij) & A)||I j |.
Proof. If Pj1 # P (1), then |(N(Ij) & A)&V(Pj1)||N(Ij) & A|&2, and
hence |N(a) & (N(Ij) & A)||N(a) & ((N(Ij) & A) & V(Pj1))|+|(N(I j) & A)
&V(Pj1)|1+|N(Ij) & A|&2|Ij | by Lemma 2.2 and 3.3(ii); if Pj1 # P(2),
then |N(a) & (N(Ij) & A)||N(Ij) & A||Ij | by Lemma 3.3(iii).
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Lemma 3.16. Let a # A&N(I )&M, and let 1in. Then the following
hold.
(i) |N(a) & Mi ||J i&V(P )|+1.
(ii) If equality holds in (i), then |Mi&V(Ri)|=|Ji&V(P )|, Mi&
V(Ri)N(a), and |N(a) & Mi & V(Ri)|=1.
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, |N(a) & Mi & V(Ri)|1, and hence the lemma
follows from Lemma 3.4(iii)(a).
The following two lemmas will be applied only in the case k=4, though
they hold for all k4:
Lemma 3.17. Suppose that h=0 and n1, and let a # A&N(I )&M.
Then |N(a) & M1 | |J1&V(P)|.
Proof. Suppose that |N(a) & M1 ||J1&V(P )|+1. Then by Lemma
3.16(ii),
|M1&V(R1)|=|J1&V(P)|, (3.25)
M1&V(R1)N(a), (3.26)
|N(a) & M1 & V(R1)|=1. (3.27)
By Lemma 3.4(iii)(b), it follows from (3.25) that R1 # R(3) and
|V(P ) & Di |=2, and hence P # R4 and
N(wP) & B{< (3.28)
by Lemma 2.9(v)(c). Take s # J1&V(P ) (see Lemma 3.4(iv)). Since I=<
by the assumption that h=0, we have N(s) & A=N(s) & M1 by Lemma
3.4(i), and hence it follows from Lemma 2.7(ii) and (3.28) that
|N(s) & M1 |2. Take u, v # N(s) & M1 , u{v. From the assumption that G
has girth at least 5, we get
[u, v]3 N(a), (3.29)
and hence [u, v] & V(R1){< by (3.26), which means that |[u, v] &
V(R1)|=|[u, v] & (M1&V(R1))|=1 by Lemma 2.2. We may assume that
u # M1&V(R1) and v # M1 & V(R1), and hence u # N(a) and v  N(a) by
(3.26) and (3.29). Write M1 & V(R1)=[v, w]. By the definition of R(3),
vw # E(R1). Since v  N(a), it follows from (3.27) that w # N(a). Conse-
quently, R=awvsua is a cycle of length 5. By Lemma 3.8, R # R5 . But since
R1 # R(3) and R # R (1), this contradicts (3.8).
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Lemma 3.18. Let a, c # A&N(I )&M with ac  E(G ), and let 1in.
Then |N(a) & Mi |+ |N(c) & Mi |2 |Ji&V(P )|+1.
Proof. Suppose that |N(a) & Mi |+ |N(c) & Mi |2 |Ji&V(P )|+2.
Then by Lemma 3.16(ii),
|Mi&V(Ri)|=|Ji&V(P )|, (3.30)
Mi&V(Ri)N(a) & N(c), (3.31)
and |N(a) & Mi & V(Ri)|=|N(c) & Mi & V(Ri)|=1. By Lemma 3.4(iv), it
follows from (3.30) that Mi&V(Ri){<. Take u # Mi&V(Ri). Write
N(a) & Mi & V(Ri)=[v] and N(c) & Mi & V(Ri)=[w]. Since u # N(a) &
N(c) by (3.31), we get v{w from the assumption that G has girth at least
5. Since we have Ri # R(3) by Lemma 3.4(iii)(b) and (3.30) this means that
Mi & V(Ri)=[v, w], and hence vw # E(Ri). Consequently, R=avwcua is a
cycle of length 5, and we get R # R5 by Lemma 3.8. But since R i # R(3) and
R # R(1), this contradicts (3.8).
Lemma 3.19. Let ab be an edge of G with a, b # A&N(I )&M, and let
v # (S&I&J ) _ (N(I ) & A) _ M. Then |(N(a)&[b]) & Xv |+|(N(b)&[a])
& Xv |1.
Proof. Suppose that |(N(a)&[b]) & Xv |+ |(N(b)&[a]) & Xv |2.
Then by Lemma 3.10, |(N(a)&[b]) & Xv |= |(N(b)&[a]) & Xv |=1. Take
x # (N(a)&[b]) & Xv and z # (N(b)&[a]) & Xv . From the assumption
that G has girth at least 5, we get x{v{z{x, and hence axvzba is a cycle
of length 5. But since a, b, x, z # A&N(I )&M, this contradicts Lemma 3.8.
Lemma 3.20. Let ab be an edge of G with a, b # A&N(I )&M, and let
W be a subset of (S&I&J ) _ (N(I ) & A ) _ M. Then |(N(a)&[b]) &
(v # W Xv)|+|(N(b)&[a]) & (v # W Xv)||[v # W | (N(a)&[b]) & Xv or
(N(b)&[a]) & Xv is nonempty]|.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.19.
Lemma 3.21. Let ab be an edge of G with a, b # A&N(I )&M, and let
W be a subset of (S&I&J ) _ (N(I ) & A ) _ M. Then
[v # W | N(a) & Xv {<]
=[v # W | (N(a)&[b]) & Xv {<] _ (N(b) & W) (disjoint union).
Proof. Since N(b) & W=[v # W | b # Xv], and since [v # W | (N(a)&[b])
& Xv {<] & [v # W | b # Xv]=< by Lemma 3.10, the lemma follows
immediately.
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Lemma 3.22. Let 1in, u # V(Ri)&I&J, and b # Xu&[u]. Then
[v # V(Ri)&I&J | N(b) & Xv {<]=[u].
Proof. Suppose that there exists w # V(Ri)&I&J with w{u such that
N(b) & Xw {<, and take c # N(b) & Xw . From the assumption that G
has girth at least 5, it follows that c{w and uw  E(Ri). Write
NRi (u) & NRi (w)=[t]. Then R=butwcb is a cycle of length 5. Since
Ri # R5 R(1) _ R(2) _ R(3) and utw is a segment of Ri , we infer that
R # R(1) _ R(2) _ R(3). From the fact that Ri # R5 and utw is a segment of
Ri , we also see that ut and tw are k-contractible and utw  P1 _ P4 . But
since b, c # A&N(I )&M, this contradicts Lemma 3.8.
Lemma 3.23. Let u # V(P)&J and b # Xu&[u]. Then the following
hold.
(i) |[v # V(P )&J | N(b) & Xv {<]|2.
(ii) If equality holds in (i), then P # P and [v # V(P )&J | N(b) &
Xv {<] is the set of endvertices of P.
Proof. Suppose that there exists w # V(P )&J with w{u such that
N(b) & Xw {<. As in lemma 3.22, we get uw  E(P). Hence P  N and,
arguing as in Lemma 3.22, we get the desired conclusion from Lemma 3.8.
Lemma 3.24. Let ab be an edge of G with a # A&N(I )&M and b # X0 .
Then the following hold.
(i) If P # R, [v # V(P )&J | (N(a)&[b]) & Xv or (N(b)&[a]) & Xv
is nonempty]=[v # V(P)&J | N(a) & Xv {<].
(ii) |[v # V(P )&J | (N(a)&[b]) & Xv or (N(b)&[a]) & Xv is non-
empty]|2.
Proof. If P # N, there is nothing to be proved. Thus we may assume
P  N. By Lemma 3.13(ii), the conclusion of (i) implies (ii). It therefore
suffices to show that if the conclusion of (i) does not hold, then P # P and
(ii) holds. Thus assume that the conclusion of (i) does not hold. In view of
Lemmas 3.21 and 3.19, this implies
[v # V(P )&J | (N(b)&[a]) & Xv {<]{N(b) & (V(P )&J ). (3.32)
Take u # N(b) & (V(P )&J ). Then N(b) & (V(P )&J )=[u] by Lemma 2.2.
Consequently, it follows from (3.32) that [v # V(P)&J | (N(b)&[a]) &
Xv {<]{[u], and hence P # P by Lemma 3.23(ii). This proves (i). Write
[v # V(P )&J | (N(b)&[a]) & Xv {<]=[u, w]. Then by Lemma 3.23(ii),
u and w are the endvertices of P. Write P=utw. Since b # N(a) & Xu , u
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satisfies N(a) & Xu {<. Since w satisfies N(b) & Xw {<, and since t is
adjacent to both u and w, this implies
t  [v # V(P)&J | (N(a)&[b]) & Xv or (N(b)&[a]) & Xv is nonempty]
by Lemma 3.13(i), and hence
|[v # V(P)&J | (N(a)&[b]) & Xv or (N(b)&[a]) & Xv is nonempty]|
=|[u, w] |=2,
as desired.
4. EDGES IN A&N(I )&M
We continue with the notation of the preceding two sections, and com-
plete the proof of (3.7). By way of contradiction, suppose that
P4 _ R5 {<. Then h+n1 and I _ (J&V(P )){<.
Lemma 4.1. A&N(I )&M=X _ Y _ Z.
Proof. Suppose that there exists a # A&N(I )&M&X&Y&Z. By
Lemma 3.9, N(a) & (Y _ Z)=<. Since a  X _ Y _ Z, we also have
N(a) & ((S&I&J ) _ (N(I ) & A ) _ M )=<. Consequently, N(a)X by
Lemma 3.7, and hence
|N(a)||[v # S&I&J | N(a) & Xv {<]|
(by Lemma 3.11(i))
|[v # V(P)&J | N(a) & Xv {<]|+|S&V(P )&I&J |
2+k&2&|I |&|J&V(P )| (by Lemma 3.13(ii))
<k (since I _ (J&V(P )){<),
which contradicts the assumption that G is k-connected.
Lemma 4.2. No edge of G joins a vertex in Y _ Z and a vertex in X0 .
Proof. Suppose that there exists ab # E(G ) with a # Y _ Z and b # X0 .
For each 1in, we have
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|(N(a)&[b]) & (Mi _ Zi)|+|(N(b)&[a]) & (Mi _ Zi)|
=|(N(a)&[b]) & Mi |+|(N(b)&[a]) & (Mi _ Zi)|
(since (N(a)&[b]) & Zi=< by Lemma 3.9)
|(N(a)&[b]) & Mi |+|[v # Mi | (N(b)&[a]) & Xv {<]|
(by Lemma 3.10)
|[v # Mi | N(b) & Xv {<]| (by Lemma 3.21),
and hence
|(N(a)&[b]) & (Mi _ Zi)|+|(N(b)&[a]) & (Mi _ Zi)|
|Ji&V(P )|+1 (4.1)
by Lemma 3.14(i). We now obtain
2k|N(a)|+|N(b)|
=2+|(N(a)&[b]) & ((S&I&J ) _ (N(I) & A ) _ M _ X _ Y _ Z )|
+|(N(b)&[a]) & ((S&I&J ) _ (N(I) & A ) _ M _ X _ Y _ Z )|
(by Lemmas 3.7 and 4.1)
2+|[v # V(P)&J | (N(a)&[b]) & Xv or (N(b)&[a]) & Xv
is nonempty]|
+|[v # S&V(P)&I&J | (N(a)&[b]) & Xv or (N(b)&[a]) & Xv
is nonempty]|
+ :
1 jh
( |[v # N(I j) & A | (N(a)&[b]) & Xv or (N(b)&[a]) & Xv
is nonempty]|
+ :
in
( |(N(a)&[b]) & (Mi _ Zi)|+|(N(b)&[a]) & (M i _ Zi)| )
(by Lemma 3.20)
2+2+|S&V(P )&I&J |+ :
1 jh
( |Ij |+1)+ :
1in
( |J i&V(P )|+1)
(by Lemmas 3.24(ii) and 3.3(ii) and (4.1))
=4+|S&V(P)|+h+n
4+(k&2)+h+n,
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that is to say,
k2+h+n. (4.2)
From Lemma 3.5(i) and (4.2), we see that h=0, and equality holds in
Lemma 3.5(i) and (4.2). From h=0, we get n=h+n1 and I=<, and
hence it follows from the definition of J1 and M1 that J1=S & D1
and M1=A & T1 , where (T1 ; C1 , D1) is as in the paragraph preceding
Lemma 3.4. Hence by Lemma 3.5(ii), the equality in Lemma 3.5(i) implies
|(S & D1)&V(P )|=1, and hence R1 # R(3) by Lemma 2.9(viii)(b). Since
R1 # R5 R1 _ R2 , this implies P # R by the definition of R(3). On the
other hand, the equality in (4.2) implies that equality holds in (4.1) for
each 1in. Since R1 # R (3), this together with Lemma 3.14(ii) implies
[v # A & V(R1) | N(b) & Xv{<]{< (4.3)
and |(A & T1)&V(R1)|=|(S & D1)&V(P )| (note that M1 & V(R1)=
A & T1 & V(R1)=A & V(R1)). Again since R1 # R(3), this implies
|V(P ) & D1 |=2 by Lemma 2.9(vii)(e) (note that by Lemma 2.9(v)(c), this
situation does not occur if R2=<), and hence
(V(P )&D1) is a segment of length 2 of R1 . (4.4)
Since V(P ) & D1 S & D1=J1 J, we also have
V(P)&D1 $V(P )&J. (4.5)
Recall that b # X0 , and take u # N(b) & (V(P )&J )(=N(b) & (V(P )&
I&J )). By (4.4) and (4.5), u # V(R1), and hence u # V(R1)&I&J. Since
b # Xu&[u], this implies [v # V(R1)&I&J | N(b) & Xv {<]=[u] by
Lemma 3.22. Since we get u  A from u # V(P), this contradicts (4.3), and
this contradiction completes the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 4.3. No edge of G joins a vertex in X and a vertex in X0 .
Proof. Suppose that there exists ab # E(G) with a # X and b # X0 . By
Lemma 4.2, we have N(b) & Z=<. Hence, arguing as in the proof of (4.1),
we see that
|(N(a)&[b]) & (Mi _ Zi)|+|(N(b)&[a]) & (Mi _ Zi)|
|[v # Mi | N(a) & Xv{<]||J i&V(P)|+1 (4.6)
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for each 1in. Consequently, we can continue arguing as in Lemma 4.2
to deduce that h=0, R1 # R(3), P # R, equality holds in Lemma 3.24(ii),
and equality holds in (4.6) for each 1in, and hence
[v # A & V(R1) | N(a) & Xv {<]{<, (4.7)
and (4.4) and (4.5) hold. By (4.7), there exists t # A & V(R1) such that
N(a) & Xt {<. (4.8)
Write NR1(t) & S=[w]. By (4.4),
w is an endvertex of (V(P)&D1). (4.9)
Since P # R, the equality in Lemma 3.24(ii) together with (4.4), (4.5), and
(4.9) implies that (w  J and)
N(a) & Xw {< (4.10)
by Lemmas 3.24(i) and 3.13(i). But since tw # E(R1), (4.8) and (4.10)
contradict Lemma 3.12(i).
Lemma 4.4. No edge of G joins a vertex in (X&X0) _ Y _ Z and a
vertex in Y _ Z.
Proof. Suppose that there exists ab # E(G) with a # (X&X0) _ Y _ Z
and b # Y _ Z. By Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3, N(a) & X0=N(b) & X0=<. Since
a, b  X0 by the definition of Y and Z, we also have N(a) & (V(P)&J)=
N(b) & (V(P)&J)=<. Hence
[v # V(P)&J | (N(a)&[b]) & Xv or (N(b)&[a]) & Xv is nonempty]=<.
By Lemma 3.9, N(b) & Z=<. Hence, arguing as in the proof of (4.1), we
see that (4.6) holds for each 1in. Consequently, arguing as in the proof
of (4.2), we obtain
2k|N(a)|+|N(b)|
2+0+|S&V(P)&I&J |+ :
1 jh
( |Ij |+1)+ :
1in
( |J i&V(P)|+1)
2+(k&2)+h+n,
which contradicts Lemma 3.5(i).
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Lemma 4.5. X _ Y _ Z is independent.
Proof. Suppose that there exists ab # E(G) with a, b # X _ Y _ Z.
By Lemmas 4.2 through 4.4, a, b # X&X0 . By Lemma 4.4, we have
N(b) & Z=<, and we can therefore get a contradiction by arguing as in
Lemma 4.4.
We are now in a position to complete the proof of (3.7). Assume first
that k5. By Lemma 3.6(ii), we can take a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 # A&N(I)&M so
that ai {aj for any i, j with i{ j. By the assumption that G has girth at
least 5, |N(ai) & N(aj)|1 for any i, j with i{ j, and hence
} .1i4 N(ai ) } :1i4 |N(a i)|&64k&6. (4.11)
On the other hand,
} .
1i4
(N(ai) & (V(P)&J))}4
by Lemma 2.2, and hence it follows from Lemmas 4.1, 3.7, 4.5, and 3.6(i)
that
} .1i4 N(ai)}4+|S&V(P)&I&J |+|N(I) & A|+ |M|
4+|S&V(P)&I&J |+3( |I|+ |J&V(P)| )
4+3 |S&V(P)|4+3(k&2). (4.12)
Since k5, (4.11) and (4.12) are not compatible.
Assume now that k=4. Take a # A&N(I)&M (note that A&N(I)&M{<
by Lemma 3.6(iii)). By Lemmas 3.15 and 3.16(i),
|N(a) & N(I) & A| |I| , (4.13)
|N(a) & M||J&V(P)|+n. (4.14)
By Lemmas 4.1, 3.7, 4.5, and 2.2 and (4.13) and (4.14),
4|N(a)|
=|N(a) & (V(P)&J)|+|N(a) & (S&V(P)&I&J)|
+|N(a) & N(I) & A|+|N(a) & M|
1+|S&V(P)&I&J |+|I|+|J&V(P)|+n
=1+|S&V(P)|+n3+n, (4.15)
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and hence n1. By Lemma 3.5(i), this implies h=0. By Lemma 3.17, we
now obtain |N(a) & M1 | |J1&V(P)|. Consequently, we get
|N(a) & M||J&V(P)|+n&1 (4.16)
instead of (4.14), and hence we get
4|N(a)|2+n (4.17)
instead of (4.15). Hence n2. By Lemma 3.5(i), this implies n=2. This
means that equality holds in (4.17), and hence equality holds in (4.16),
which implies that |N(a) & M2 |=|J2&V(P)|+1. Now take a{c # A&
N(I)&M (note that we have |A&N(I)&M|2 by Lemma 3.6(iii)). Arguing
as above, we obtain |N(c) & M2 |=|J2&V(P)|+1, and hence |N(a) & M2 |+
|N(c) & M2 |=2 |J2&V(P)|+2. But this contradicts Lemma 3.18, and this
contradiction completes the proof of (3.7).
5. CYCLE OF LENGTH 6
We continue with the notation of Sections 2 and 3, and complete the
proof of Proposition 1.3. Now that we have completed the proof of (3.7),
we have I=J=N(I)=M=<. Thus Xv=(N(v) & A) _ [v] for each v # S,
X0=v # V(P) (N(v) & A), X1=v # S&V(P) (N(v) & A), and X=v # S (N(v)&A)
=X0 _ X1 .
Lemma 5.1. X0 {<.
Proof. If X0=<, then (S&V(P); A, V(P) _ B) is a separating triple
with |S&V(P)|k&2, which contradicts the assumption that G is
k-connected.
Lemma 5.2. Let ab be an edge of G with a # X and b # X0 . Then
|N(a) & (A&X )|+|N(b) & (A&X )|k&2.
Proof. By Lemmas 3.20 and 3.24(ii),
|N(a) & (A&X)|+|N(b) & (A&X)|
2k&|N(a) & (S _ X )|&|N(b) & (S _ X)|
2k&2&|[v # V(P) | (N(a)&[b])&Xv or (N(b)&[a])&Xv is nonempty]|
&|[v # S&V(P) | (N(a)&[b]) & Xv or (N(b)&[a]) & Xv is nonempty]|
2k&2&2&|S&V(P)|
2k&4&(k&2).
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Lemma 5.3. A&X{<.
Proof. By Lemma 5.1, there exists b # X0 . If N(b) & (A&X ){<, there
is nothing to be proved. Thus we may assume N(b)S _ X. Then since
|N(b) & S|1+(k&2) by Lemma 2.2, we get N(b) & X{<. Take
a # N(b) & X. Then since N(b)S _ X, it follows from Lemma 5.2 that
|N(a) & (A&X )|k&2>0, which clearly implies A&X{<.
Lemma 5.4. |A|k2&k&2.
Proof. By Lemma 5.3, there exists d # A&X. Then since N(d )A, we
can argue as in Lemma 2.5, to get
|A|=|S _ A|& |S|
1+|N(d )|+ :
x # N(d )
( |N(x)|&1)&|S|
1+k+k(k&1)&(k+3).
Lemma 5.5. Take d # A&X. Then the following hold.
(i) |N(d )|=|N(d ) & X |=k.
(ii) |S&V(P)|=k&2 (and hence we have P # R1 _ R4 in the case
where P # R).
(iii) N(d ) & Xv {< for all v # S&V(P).
(iv) |[v # V(P) | N(d ) & Xv {<]|=2.
(v) |N(x) & S|=1 for all x # N(d ) & X.
(vi) N(x) & X1=< for all x # N(d) & X.
Proof. Since d # A&X, N(d ) & S=<. Hence by Lemmas 3.9, 3.11(i),
and 3.13(ii),
|N(d )|=|N(d ) & X |
|[v # V(P) | N(d ) & Xv {<]|+|[v # S&V(P) | N(d ) & Xv {<]|
2+|S&V(P)|2+(k&2). (5.1)
Since G is k-connected, we see that equality must hold throughout in (5.1).
Thus (i) through (iv) are proved. In view of Lemma 3.11(ii), the equality
in (5.1) also implies (v). Now to prove take x # N(d ) & X, and write
N(x) & S=[u]. Suppose that N(x) & (Xv&[v]){< for some v # S&V(P),
and take y # N(x) & (Xv&[v]). By (iii), there exists z # N(d ) & Xv . From
the assumption that G has girth at least 5, we get u{v, and hence z{x
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by (v). Since d # A&X, we clearly have y{d. Consequently, |(N(d )&[x])
& Xv |+ |(N(x)&[d]) & Xv |2. This contradicts Lemma 3.19, completing
the proof of the lemma.
Take p # A&X. By Lemma 5.5(iv) |[v # V(P) | N( p) & Xv {<]|=2.
Write [v # V(P) | N( p) & Xv {<]=[r, s]. Take t # S&V(P). By Lemma 2.2,
t is adjacent to at most one of r and s. We may assume
rt  E(G). (5.2)
Take a # N( p) & Xr . We have
|N(a) & (A&X )|
k&|N(a) & (V(P) _ X0)| (by (v) and (vi) of Lemma 5.5)
k&22 (by Lemmas 3.11(i) and 3.13(ii)).
Take q # N(a) & (A&X ) with q{ p. It follows from Lemma 5.5(iii) that
N( p) & Xt {< and N(q) & Xt {<. Take b # N(P) & Xt and c # N(q) & Xt .
By Lemma 5.5(v), we have a{b, c. From the assumption that G has girth
at least 5, we see that b{c, and Q=apbtcqa is an induced cycle of length 6.
Note that
S & V(Q)=[t], X & V(Q)=[a, b, c], (A&X) & V(Q)=[ p, q].
(5.3)
Lemma 5.6. |N(x) & V(Q)|1 for all x # V(G)&V(Q).
Proof. Suppose that there exists x # V(G)&V(Q) such that
|N(x) & V(Q)|2. Since V(Q)S _ A and |S & V(Q)|=1, x # S _ A. Take
y, z # N(x) & V(Q) with y{z. By the assumption that G has girth at least
5, NQ( y) & NQ(z)=<. Let Q1 , Q2 denote the cycles of length 5 formed by
x and the segments of length 3 of Q cut out by y and z. If |S & V(Qi)|1,
then Qi # R(1), which contradicts Lemma 3.8 because P4=R5=<. Thus
|S & V(Qi)|2 for each i, and it therefore follows from (5.3) that x # S and
[ y, z]=[a, t]. By Lemma 5.5(v) this forces x=r, which contradicts (5.2).
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.6.
We now proceed to show that Q is k-contractible. Let T be a subset of
V(G) with T$V(Q) and |T |k+4. It suffices to show that G&T is
connected. The most important step in the proof of this statement is the
derivation of Lemma 5.13 from Lemmas 5.11 and 5.12. Note that we have
|S & T |=|S & (T&V(Q))|+1,
(5.4)
|(S&V(P)) & T |=|(S&V(P)) & (T&V(Q))|+1
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by (5.3). In view of Lemma 5.6, we can argue as in Lemmas 2.3 and 2.5,
to get:
Lemma 5.7. Let C be a component of G&T. Then the following hold.
(i) |V(C)|k2&2k&2.
(ii) If k=4, |V(C)|7.
Lemma 5.8. Let C be a component of G&T such that (A&X) & V(C){<.
Then there exists d # (A&X ) & V(C) such that
|N(d ) & \ .v # S&T Xv+& T ||A & (T&V(Q))|.
Proof. Take d # (A&X ) & V(C). Since t  S&T and b, c # Xt , we get
b, c  N(d ) & (v # S&T Xv) by Lemma 5.5(v), and hence
N(d ) & \ .v # S&T Xv+& T(N(d ) & \ .v # S&T Xv+& (T&V(Q))) _ [a] (5.5)
by (5.3). We clearly have
N(d ) & \ .v # S&T Xv+& (T&V(Q))N(d ) & X & (T&V(Q)), (5.6)
N(d ) & X & (T&V(Q))X & (T&V(Q)), (5.7)
X & (T&V(Q))A & (T&V(Q)). (5.8)
Combining (5.5) through (5.8), we obtain
}N(d) & \ .v # S&T Xv+& T }{
|A & (T&V(Q))|+1
|A & (T&V(Q))|
(if a # N(d ))
(if a  N(d )).
(5.9)
Thus we may assume that
a # N(d ), (5.10)
and equality holds in (5.6) through (5.8). The equality in (5.6) implies
N(d ) & X & (T&V(Q)) .
v # S&T
Xv , (5.11)
the equality in (5.7) implies
X & (T&V(Q))N(d ), (5.12)
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and the equality in (5.8) implies
(A&X ) & (T&V(Q))=<. (5.13)
By Lemma 5.5(iii), there exists y # N(d) & Xt . By Lemma 5.5(v), y  Xr ,
and hence y{a. By Lemma 5.6, it follows from (5.10) that y{b, c. Conse-
quently, y  V(Q) by (5.3). Also, since y # N(d ) & Xt , it follows from
Lemma 5.5(v) that y  v # S&T Xv and hence y  T&V(Q) by (5.11). Thus
y  T, and hence y # V(C). Assume for the moment that (N( y) & (A&X ))
&[d]{<, and take u # N(Y) & (A&X ) with u{d. By (5.10) and the
assumption that G has girth at least 5, we have
a  N(u), (5.14)
which, in particular, implies u{ p, q. Hence u  V(Q) by (5.3). Thus u  T
by (5.13), and hence u # V(C). Consequently, applying (5.9) to u, we see
from (5.14) that u has the desired property. Thus we may assume
N( y) & (A&X)=[d]. (5.15)
Then
|N( y) & X0 |
k&|N( y) & S|&|N(Y) & (A&X )| (by Lemma 5.5(vi))
=k&1&1 (by Lemma 5.5(v) and (5.15))
(and hence k=4 by Lemmas 3.11(i) and 3.13(ii)). Take z # N( y) & X0 .
Then we have
z  N(d) (5.16)
and z  Xt by the assumption that G has girth at least 5, and hence
z{a, b, c, which implies z  V(Q) by (5.3). Consequently, z  T by (5.12)
and (5.16), and hence z # V(C). Applying Lemma 5.2 to the edge yz, we see
from (5.15) that N(z) & (A&X ){<. Take w # N(z) & (A&X ). From the
assumption that G has girth at least 5, we get w{d. If a # N(w), then
adyzwa is a cycle of length 5, which contradicts Lemma 3.8 because
P4=R5=<. Thus
a  N(w), (5.17)
and hence w{ p, q. Consequently, w  T by (5.3) and (5.13), and hence
w # V(C). Applying (5.9) to w, we see from (5.17) that w has the required
property. This completes the proof of the lemma.
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Lemma 5.9. Let C be a component of G&T such that (A&X) & V(C){<.
Then the following hold.
(i) |(S & V(P)) & V(C) |  k & 3 & |(S & V(P)) & (T & V(Q))| &
|A & (T&V(Q))|.
(ii) |S & V(C)|k&1&|S & (T&V(Q))|&|A & (T&V(Q))|.
Proof. Let d be as in Lemma 5.8. Then since
(S&V(P)) & V(C)$[v # S&V(P)&T | NC(d ) & Xv {<],
and since
|[v # S&V(P)&T | NC(d ) & Xv {<]|
 |[v # S&V(P)&T | NG(d) & Xv {<] |
&}NG(d ) & \ .v # S&V(P)&T Xv+& T }
by Lemma 5.5(v), we get
|(S&V(P)) & V(C))|
|[v # S&V(P)&T | NG(d ) & Xv {<]|& |A & (T&V(Q))| (5.18)
by Lemma 5.8. By Lemma 3.10, (i) and (v) of Lemma 5.5, Lemma 3.13(ii),
and (5.4), we get
|[v # S&V(P)&T | NG(d ) & Xv {<] |
=k&|[v # V(P) | NG(d) & Xv {<]|
&|[v # (S&V(P)) & T | NG(d ) & Xv {<]|
k&2&|(S&V(P)) & T |
=k&3&|(S&V(P)) & (T&V(Q))|, (5.19)
and we obtain (i) by combining (5.18) and (5.19). Similarly,
|S & V(C)||[v # S&T | NC(d ) & Xv {<] |
|[v # S&T | NG(d ) & Xv {<] |&|A & (T&V(Q))|
k&|S & T |& |A & (T&V(Q))|
=k&1&|S & (T&V(Q))|&|A & (T&V(Q))|,
which proves (ii).
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Lemma 5.10. Let C be a component of G&T such that A & V(C){<
and (A&X ) & V(C)=<, and take y # X & V(C). Then the following hold.
(i) (a) |[v # S&V(P)&T | N( y)&(Xv&T){<]|k&4&|(S&V(P))
& (T&V(Q))|&|A & (T&V(Q))|. (b) If equality holds in (a), then y  Xt
and N( y) & (Xt&(X & T)){<
(ii) (a) |[v # S&T | N( y) & (Xv&T){<]|k&2&|S & (T&V(Q))|
&|A & (T&V(Q))|. (b) If equality holds in (a), then y  Xt and N( y) &
(Xt&(X & T)){<.
Proof. By Lemma 3.10 and (5.3),
|[v # S | N( y) & (Xv&(X & T)){<]|
|(N( y) & ((S _ X)&(X & T))|
=|N( y)|&|N( y) & ((A&X) _ (X & T))|
=|N( y)|&|N( y) & (V(Q)&[t])|&|N( y) & (A&X&V(Q))|
&|N( y) & ((X & T)&V(Q))|. (5.20)
By Lemma 5.6,
|N( y) & (V(Q)&[t])|1. (5.21)
Since N( y) & (A&X&V(Q))(A&X) & (T&V(Q)) by the assumption that
(A&X) & V(C)=<,
|N( y) & (A&X&V(Q))||(A&X) & (T&V(Q))|. (5.22)
Also,
|N( y) & ((X & T)&V(Q))||(X& T)&V(Q)|=|X & (T&V(Q))|. (5.23)
Combining (5.20) through (5.23), we obtain
|[v # S | N( y) & (Xv&(X & T)){<]|k&1&|A& (T&V(Q))|. (5.24)
By (5.4), we also get
|[v # (S&V(P)) & T | N( y) & (Xv&(X & T)){<]|
|(S&V(P)) & T |=|(S&V(P)) & (T&V(Q))|+1, (5.25)
and
|[v # S & T | N( y) & (Xv&(X& T)){<]||S & T |=|S & (T&V(Q))|+1.
(5.26)
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Since we have
|[v # S&V(P)&T | N( y) & (Xv&T){<]
=|[v # S&V(P)&T | N( y) & (Xv&(X & T)){<]|
|[v # S | N( y) & (Xv&(X & T)){<]|
&2&|[v # (S&V(P)) & T | N( y) & (Xv&(X & T)){<]|
by Lemma 3.13(ii), and since we clearly have
|[v # S&T | N( y) & (Xv&T){<]|
=|[v # S&T | N( y) & (Xv&(X & T)){<]|
=|[v # S | N( y) & (Xv&(X & T)){<]|
&|[v # S & T | N( y) & (Xv&(X & T)){<]|,
(i)(a) follows from (5.24) and (5.25), and (ii)(a) follows from (5.24) and (5.26).
Assume now that equality holds in (i)(a) or (ii)(a). Then equality holds in
(5.25) or (5.26), and in (5.21). The equality in (5.25) or (5.26), respectively,
implies N( y) & (Xt&(X & T)){< and, by Lemma 5.6, the equality in (5.21)
implies y  Xt .
Lemma 5.11. Let C be a component of G&T such that A &V(C){<.
Then the following hold.
(i) |(S&V(P)) & V(C)|  k & 3 & |(S&V(P)) & (T&V(Q))| &
|A & (T&V(Q))|.
(ii) |S & V(C)|k&1&|S & (T&V(Q))|&|A & (T&V(Q))|.
Proof. By Lemma 5.9, we may assume (A&X ) & V(C)=<. Take
y # X & V(C). In view of Lemma 5.10, we may assume that y  Xt and
N( y) & (Xt&(T &X)){<. Take z # N( y) & (Xt&(T & X)). Since y  Xt , z{t,
and hence z # X & V(C). Since z # Xt , we now obtain the desired inequalities
by applying Lemma 5.10 to z.
Lemma 5.12. Let D be a component of G&T such that B & V(D){<.
Then the following hold.
(i) |(S & V(P)) & V(D)|  k & 3 & |(S&V(P)) & (T&V(Q))| &
|B & (T&V(Q))|.
(ii) |S & V(D)|k&1&|S & (T&V(Q))|&|B & (T&V(Q))|.
(iii) If P  N and equality holds in (ii), V(P) & (T _ V(D)) does not
contain two consecutive vertices of P.
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Proof. Let C=G&T&V(D) and L=(S & T ) _ (S & V(D)) _ (B & T ).
Then
(L; B & V(D), A _ V(C)) is a separating triple, (5.27)
and hence
(V(P) _ L; B & V(D), (A _ V(C))&V(P)) is a separating triple. (5.28)
Since (S; A, B) # SP , (5.28) implies |V(P) _ L||S| by the definition of SP ,
and hence |L&V(P)|k&2 by Lemma 5.5(ii). Consequently, we obtain
|(S&V(P)) & V(D)|=|(S & V(D))&V(P)|
=|L&V(P)|&|(S & T)&V(P)|&|(B & T)&V(P)|
k&2&|(S&V(P)) & T |&|B & T |
=k&3&|(S&V(P)) & (T&V(Q))|&|B & (T&V(Q))|
by (5.4) and the fact that V(Q)S _ A. Thus (i) is proved. Similarly, we
get |L|k from (5.27), and hence
|S & V(D)|k&|S & T |&|B & T |
=k&1&|S & (T&V(Q))|&|B & (T&V(Q))|.
Thus (ii) is proved. To prove (iii), assume that P  N and equality holds
in (ii). Then |L|=k. Suppose that there exist u, v # V(P) & (T _ V(D)) with
uv # E(P). Then u, v # S & (T _ V(D))L. But since |L|=k, this together
with (5.27) implies that uv is not k-contractible, which contradicts the
assumption that P  N.
Lemma 5.13. Let C, D be components of G&T, and suppose that
A & V(C){< and B & V(D){<. Then C=D.
Proof. Suppose that C{D. Then V(C) & V(D)=< and hence
|(S&V(P)) & V(C)|+|(S&V(P)) & V(D)|
|S&V(P)|&|(S&V(P)) & T |
=k&2&|(S&V(P)) & (T&V(Q))|&1 (5.29)
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by Lemma 5.5(ii) and (5.4). On the other hand, by Lemmas 5.11(i) and 5.12(i),
|(S&V(P)) & V(C)|+|(S&V(P)) & V(D)|
(k&3&|(S&V(P)) & (T&V(Q))|&|A & (T&V(Q))| )
+(k&3&|(S&V(P)) & (T&V(Q))|&|B & (T&V(Q))| )
=2k&6&|T&V(Q)|&|(S&V(P)) & (T&V(Q))|
+|V(P) & (T&V(Q))|
k&4&|(S&V(P)) & (T&V(Q))|+|V(P) & (T&V(Q))|. (5.30)
By (5.29) and (5.30), |V(P) & (T&V(Q))|1.
Assume first that
|V(P) & (T&V(Q))|=1. (5.31)
Then equality holds in (5.30), and hence equality holds in Lemmas 5.11(i)
and 5.12(i). By (5.31), the equality in Lemma 5.12(i) together with Lemma
5.12(ii) implies
|V(P) & V(D)|=|S & V(D)|&|(S&V(P)) & V(D)|
((k&1)&(k&3))&(|S & (T&V(Q))|
&|(S&V(P)) & (T&V(Q))| )
=2&|V(P) & (T&V(Q))|=1. (5.32)
Similarly, from (5.31), Lemma 5.11(ii) and the equality in Lemma 5.11(i),
we get
|V(P) & V(C)|1. (5.33)
Since C{D, it follows from (5.32) and (5.33) that P&(V(P) & T ) is dis-
connected. Write V(P) & (T&V(Q))=[u]. Then V(P) & T=[u] by (5.3),
and hence P&[u] is disconnected. Consequently, P # P and
u is the midpoint of P. (5.34)
Since |V(P)&[u]|=2, we now see that equality holds in (5.32) and (5.33).
Write V(P) & V(D)=[v]. Then u, v # V(P) & (T _ V(D)), and we have
uv # E(P) by (5.34). But since the equality in (5.32) together with (5.31)
and the equality in Lemma 5.12(i) implies that equality holds in Lemma 5.12(ii),
this contradicts Lemma 5.12(iii), and this contradiction completes the discussion
for the case where |V(P) & (T&V(Q))|=1.
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Assume now that
V(P) & (T&V(Q))=<. (5.35)
Then by (5.29), Lemmas 5.11(i) and 5.12(i) (see also (5.30)), we obtain
|(S&V(P)) & V(C)|
k&2&|(S&V(P)) & (T&V(Q))|&|A & (T&V(Q))|, (5.36)
|(S&V(P)) & V(D)|
k&2&|(S&V(P)) & (T&V(Q))|&|B & (T&V(Q))|. (5.37)
By (5.35), (5.37), and Lemma 5.12(ii), we can argue as in (5.32) to get
|V(P) & V(D)|1 and, similarly, by (5.35), (5.36), and Lemma 5.11(ii),
we get |V(P) & V(C)|1. But since P lies in a single component of G&T
by (5.35) (note that (5.35) implies that V(P) & T=< because we have
S & V(Q)=[t] by (5.3) and t  V(P)), this contradicts the assumption that
C{D, and this contradiction completes the proof of the lemma.
We are now in a position to complete the proof of Proposition 1.3. By
Lemma 5.4, |B||A|k2&k&2>k+4|T |, and hence A& V(G&T){<
and B & V(G&T){<. Consequently, there exist components C1 , C2 of
G&T such that A & V(C1){< and B & V(C2){<. By Lemma 5.13,
C1=C2 . Let C be an arbitrary component of G&T. By Lemma 5.7,
|V(C)|k+3>|S&[t]| |S&T |. Thus (A _ B) & V(C){<, and hence
C=C1=C2 by Lemma 5.13. Since C was arbitrary, this means that G&T
is connected, and this completes the proof of Proposition 1.3.
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2
Lemma 6.1. Let k3 be an integer. Let G be a k-connected graph with
girth at least 5, and let Q be a k-contractible induced cycle of G. Then every
edge of Q is k-contractible.
Proof. Let e=vw # E(Q), and suppose that e is not k-contractible. Then
there exists a subset S of V(G) with v, w # S and |S|=k such that G&S is
disconnected. Since Q is k-contractible, G&S&V(Q) must be connected.
This implies that G&S has a component A such that V(A)V(Q). Since
Q is an induced cycle, A is a component of Q&(S & V(Q)), and hence A
is a segment of Q. Write A=u1u2 } } } um . Since |NA(u1)|1, G is k-connected,
|S|=k, and G has no cycle of length 3, we get |NA(u1)|=1 (so m2), and
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we may assume N(u1) & S=S&[w]. Then again, since G has no cycle of
length 3, N(u2) & S[w]. Since |NA(u2)|2 and k3, this means that
(k=3 and) N(u2) & S=[w]. But this implies that u1 vwu2 u1 is a cycle of
length 4, contradicting the assumption that G has girth at least 5.
Remark. It can easily be seen from the above proof that for k4, the
lemma holds under the weaker assumption that G has girth at least 4.
Lemma 6.2. Let k2 be an integer, and let G be a k-connected graph.
Let H be a connected nonempty subgraph of G such that |N(x) & V(H)|1
for all x # V(G)&V(H), and let e=vw be an edge of G with |[v, w] & V(H)|
1 (thus we may regard H as a subgraph of Ge). Suppose that e is k-contrac-
tible in G, and H is k-contractible in Ge. Then H is k-contractible in G.
Proof. We may regard e as an edge of GH. Suppose that GH is not
k-connected. Since (GH)e=(Ge)H is k-connected, this means that in
GH, e has an endvertex z such that |NGH(z)|<k. On the other hand,
for each x # V(G)&V(H), we have NGH(x)=|NG(x)|k by assumption.
Consequently, z must be the vertex arising from H. But then (NGH(z);
V(H), V(GH)&NGH(z)&[z]) is a separating triple in G with |NGH(z)|<k,
which contradicts the assumption that G is k-connected.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let k, G be as in Theorem 1.2. We proceed by
induction on |V(G)|. Proposition 1.3 settles the case where each k-contrac-
tible edge is contained in a cycle of length 5 (this includes the case where
G has no k-contractible edge, which actually never happens by Lemma C).
Thus we may assume that there is a k-contractible edge e such that no
cycle of length 5 contains e. Then Ge satisfies the assumptions of the
theorem. Hence by the induction hypothesis, Ge contains a k-contractible
induced cycle R satisfying (1.2) in Ge. We first consider the case where R
does not contain the vertex a of Ge which arises from e. In this case, we
may regard R as an induced cycle of G. Then R clearly satisfies (1.2) in G,
and hence R is k-contractible in G by Lemma 6.2. We now consider the
case where a # V(R). Let Q be a cycle of G which is mapped onto R by the
contraction of e. Assume first that e  E(Q), and write e=vw with v # V(Q)
and w  V(Q). Since R satisfies (1.2) in Ge, |NG(x) & V(Q)||NGe(x)
& V(R)|1 for all x # V(G)&V(Q)&[w]. Since G has no cycle of length 3,
we get NG(w) & V(Q)=[v] from the fact that R is an induced cycle of Ge.
Thus Q satisfies (1.2), and is k-contractible by Lemma 6.2. Assume now
that e # E(Q). Then GQ=(Ge)R, and hence Q is k-contractible. Further,
since G has no cycle of length 3, |NG(x) & V(Q)|=|NGe(x) & V(R)|1 for
all x # V(G)&V(Q). Consequently, Q satisfies (1.2), and this completes the
proof of Theorem 1.2.
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